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ABSTRACT
John Musto (b. 1954) is a composer of many genres for voice including song,
opera and chamber music. Influences of jazz, ragtime, blues, and popular music have
strongly influenced Musto’s unique compositional style, which often incorporates
contemporary genres with formal classical techniques. Held in high esteem by his
colleagues of fellow composers and performers, Musto is often commissioned to
compose new works for specific artists and events. This document focuses on two of
these compositions, River Songs (2002) and The Brief Light (2010). Examination of these
two chamber cycles displays the composer’s unique compositional style and lends insight
into the choices made by Musto during the composing process. Performers can use this
document to better understand Musto’s use of harmony, poetry, and instrumentation to
inform performances of these songs.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
A: Biography of John Musto
New York based composer and pianist John Musto (b.1954) often performs and
records his own compositions on the piano and composes for opera, orchestra, chamber
ensembles, piano, and voice. His highly eclectic style includes influences of jazz, blues,
and ragtime crossed with twentieth-century innovations such as twelve-note composition.
Many festivals and organizations have commissioned works from him and in 2010, he
was nominated for a Grammy in the category Best Opera Recording for his opera
Volpone.1
Born in Brooklyn, New York, Musto was exposed to a wide range of musical
genres due in part to his father’s professional jazz guitar career and Musto’s early
performances at his family’s church. While not forced into music by his family, Musto
began formal piano lessons with jazz pianist Albert Guastefeste, a Juilliard graduate, at
the young age of four.2 Only four years later, Musto held a volunteer position playing the
organ at his Catholic parish; a position he maintained from age eight to age thirteen.
After graduating from Jesuit High School, Musto enrolled at the Manhattan School of
Music (MSM) where he studied traditional repertoire and eventually earned Bachelor’s
and Master’s degrees in piano performance. His primary piano teachers at the MSM were

1

John Musto, “Volpone: 2010 Grammy Nominee,” www.johnmusto.com.
http://www.johnmusto.com/Site/Volpone%3A_2010_Grammy_Nominee.html (accessed September 25,
2015).
2

Stephanie Thorpe, “An Examination of Vocal Music by John Musto” (DMA diss., University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, 2009), 1.
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Seymour Lipkin and Rudolf Serkin. In addition to formal conservatory training, Musto
also maintained positions in jazz and rock bands. He played both piano and guitar in
local clubs and worked as a piano technician. After graduating from the MSM, Musto
was highly influenced by pianist Paul Jacobs.3
Musto’s compositional training did not follow the traditional route. With his
frequent gigs as a guitarist and pianist in multiple bands, he honed his ability to improvise
and explore popular melodies. This juxtaposition of jazz, blues, ragtime, classical, and
popular musical styles was highly influential on the early foundation of Musto’s
composing career. Musto himself freely admits he is not formally trained as a composer:
I am a self-taught composer . . . I had the requisite harmony and
counterpoint classes at school, but I really learned to write music by
playing it. Lots of it. The very act of learning to play a piece of music is
to re-think it with the composer, retrace his footsteps (finger-steps) and
then in the best performances, re-compose it onstage. In this sense, I will
always be studying composition.4
His lack of formal training in composition did not hinder his accomplishment as a
composer. After Musto’s opera Volpone was nominated for a Grammy in 2010, the Wolf
Trap Foundation for the Performing Arts commissioned and premiered The Inspector
with librettist Mark Campbell at the Wolf Trap Opera on April 27, 2011. Tom Huizenga,

3

Paul Jacobs (1930-1983) was an American pianist known for his work with early keyboards in
Baroque ensembles as well as his playing of twentieth-century music. He has recorded extensively and is
associated with some of the most challenging piano repertoire ever written.
4

John Musto, “What are the Pros and Woes of Being a Self-Taught Composer?” New Music Box,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/?p=638&page=7 (accessed June 15, 2015).
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classical music producer, reporter and critic for National Public Radio, loved its comedic
and spontaneous nature:
I was sitting at the opera last night, laughing out loud (repeatedly) at the
world premiere of John Musto’s comedy The Inspector, when a question
came to mind: What happened to all the funny operas? As Musto’s score
— sparkling, with whiffs of Bernstein and Rota — kept tickling my ear,
and librettist Mark Campbell’s witty wordplay kept cracking me up, I
thought of other recent opera premieres:5
In testament to The Inspector’s positive reception, the Boston Lyric Opera
Company debuted the opera on April 20, 2012. In addition to receiving wide critical and
public acclaim for his compositions, Musto frequently gives master classes, guest
lectures, and serves as a visiting professor at prestigious institutions such as the Juilliard
School, the Manhattan School of Music, and Brooklyn College.6

B: Previous Literature for Voice
While Musto is currently acclaimed for his operatic works, his earlier
compositions combined voice with piano or chamber ensemble. Highly influenced by his
wife, soprano Amy Burton,7 he has written more than fifty songs for voice.8 Most of his

5

Tom Huizenga, “Has Opera Lost Its Funny Bone?” www.npr.org,
http://www.npr.org/blogs/deceptivecadence/2011/04/28/135809198/has-opera-lost-its-funny-bone
(accessed June 13, 2015).
6

John Musto, “Bio,” www.johnmusto.com (accessed June 15, 2015).

7

Amy Burton has sung at the Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera, and all over the world.
Burton’s expertise can help Musto with any questions about vocal function.
8

Jessica Molin, “Shadow of the Blues and Dove Sta Amore: Selected songs of John Musto”
(DMA diss., Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College, 2000), 6.
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songs for voice and piano are published in both a high and a medium key. They tend to
be difficult, with mixed meter rhythmic schemes and varied vocal leaps.9 A few select
songs may be appropriate for an undergraduate singer; however, most require the
maturity of a graduate student or professional singer.10 Songs for voice and piano will not
be analyzed in this document, as they have been thoroughly investigated in prior
research, but they may be used for comparison when describing the development of
Musto’s compositional style. Additionally, Musto’s four operas, Volpone, Later the
Same Evening, Bastianello, and The Inspector will not be the focus of this document.

C: Statement of Thesis
Analysis of John Musto’s unpublished song cycles River Songs (2002) and The
Brief Light (2010) reveals that these works incorporate diverse compositional styles
(including aggregate completion composition, jazz, and flamenco), as well as musical
material drawn from other works. This analysis, in conjunction with a detailed study of
the composer’s use of harmony, poetry, and instrumentation, can be used to inform
performances of these songs.

9

James Hall, “An Analytical Study of John Musto's Encounters for Tenor and Orchestra" (DMA
diss., Rice University, 2006), 7.
10

Judith Carman, “Music Reviews: ‘Selected Songs’ for High Voice and Piano. John Musto,”
Journal of Singing - The Official Journal of the National Association of Teachers of Singing 53.3 (January
1997): 60.
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CHAPTER II: RIVER SONGS
A: “Songs to the Trees and Streams”
1. A Brief Introduction to the Song Cycle River Songs
In 2002, John Musto composed his chamber cycle River Songs, a cycle of four
songs for baritone, cello, and piano. It was commissioned by the organization Close
Encounters with Music, with the intent to raise awareness of environmental
transgressions toward waterways.11 Musto dedicated these songs to Yehuda and Hannah
Hanani. Yehuda Hanani is the Artistic Director of Close Encounters with Music as well
as Professor of Cello at the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music.12
The cycle premiered with Musto on piano, Yehuda Hanani on cello, and baritone William
Sharp. Hanani is known as “a champion of contemporary and rarely played cello
repertoire,” and has had many composers write music specifically for him.13
In the cycle, Musto used the poetry of William Stafford, Walt Whitman, and verse
from the Pawnee Indian. The original concept for the composition was to use poetry by a
local poet in upstate New York, who was a part of a movement to stop the construction of
a concrete plant near the Hudson River. However, Musto eventually elected to
personally find the poetry to set with music, suggesting that the original poetry given to
him was not suitable for song due to its frequent use of chemical nomenclature as well as
11

Minot State University “Yehuda Hanani,” Division of Music,
http://www.minotstateu.edu/music/news_2011_002.shtml (accessed June 15, 2015).
12

Classical Recordings, “Yehuda Hanani,” www.eroica.com/yh-artist.html (accessed September

26, 2015).
13

University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music Faculty Profile, “Yehuda Hanani,”
http://ccm.uc.edu/facultycms/facultyProfile.aspx?facultyid=86. (accessed June 15, 2015).
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its constant use of lists.14 Ultimately, Musto chose the four poems used in River Songs to
represent the journey of the Hudson River from upstate New York, to its final resting
place in the Atlantic Ocean.15
Throughout this composition, Musto explores a loose form related to serialism,
which this document will refer to as aggregate completion. In this compositional style,
often all twelve tones are present in a phrase, but without following any set pattern or
repetition.16 Musto is adamant about his use of the twelve tones as useful tool to explore
unexpected melodic and harmonic shifts in his writing. However, Musto does not write
serial music. Instead, he uses the twelve tones of our western chromatic scale to inspire
melodic and harmonic themes, while still creating central key areas. In Musto’s own
words, he states, “there is always a sense of tonal center in my writing, however fleeting
or ambiguous.”17 River Songs, as a cycle, is a representative work in which Musto
incorporates these twentieth-century compositional techniques with traditional functional
harmony and key structure.18

14

John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.

15

Ibid.

16

John Musto, River Songs, unpublished, 2002.

17

John Musto, e-mail to author, August 2. 2013.

18

John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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2. Poetic and Structural Analysis
In River Songs, Musto’s use of American poetry ranges from Native American
verse to modern poets. “Songs to the Trees and Streams” uses Pawnee verse coming from
a ceremony in which the people “emphasized, on the one hand, man’s dependence on the
supernatural for all the gifts of life, and on the other hand, his dependence on the family
tie for the gifts of peace and happiness.”19 Fletcher suggests when the journey has a
sacred purpose, when one sees the trees or the river, they are obligated to raise their voice
in song. “Songs to the Trees and Streams” comes from the “Songs and Ceremonies of
the Way” in the fifth ritual of twenty. Other verses in the fifth ritual include songs about
some of Earth’s other natural items (winds, mountains, and mesas), which all are meant
to be sung to in order to complete the “Ceremonies of the Way” for the Pawnee.20
The translated text to “Songs to the Trees and Streams” can be found in “Songs
From the Haka: A Pawnee Ceremony.” 21 All texts have been “rendered in the rhythms
of the originals” by Alice Fletcher, with additional information and interpretation by
Tahirussawichi, a Pawnee Native American.

19

George W. Cronyn, ed. The Path on the Rainbow: An Anthology of Songs and Chants from the
Indians of North America, trans. Alice Fletcher (New York: Boni and Liveright, Inc., 1918), 224.
20

Ibid.

21

Ibid., 211.
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I
Dark against the sky yonder distant line
Lies before us. Trees we see, long line of trees,
Bending, swaying in the breeze.
II
Bright with flashing light yonder distant line
Runs before us, swiftly runs, swift the river runs,
Winding, flowing o’er the land.
III
Hark. Oh, hark, A sound, yonder distant sound
Comes to greet us, singing comes, soft the river’s song,
Rippling gently ‘neath the trees.
Table 1: Pawnee, “Songs to the Trees and Streams.”22
Musto’s choice of text directly relates to the purpose of the compositions in River
Songs which was to establish the importance of respecting the environment for the future.
Interpreter Tahirussawichi explains that, “everything we come to as we travel can give us
help, and send help by us to the Children.”23
The text begins with a description of trees in the distance and ends with an image
of a river rippling beneath the trees, creating a circular message of Earth’s unity. Each
stanza in the text uses the same syllabic structure, ten syllables in the first line, twelve in
the second, and seven in the final. Musto adds the repetition of the words “flowing” in
m. 24, and “rippling” in m. 39. Not only does the repetition drive the piece toward a
climactic point within each phrase, but also gives Musto more time to incorporate text
painting on such onomatopoetic words.
22

Ibid., 224.

23

Ibid., 225.
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Like the wind, Musto creates a sweeping and uplifting melodic phrase, one with
contour that starts low, has multiple “gusts” up to the top of the phrase before descending
to the original starting tone. The repeated descriptors emulate the river itself both in
sound and metaphor. After the peak of the phrase, a return to the original starting pitch
class as an enharmonic creates a cyclical unity in the melodic phrase, which relates
directly to the meaning of the text and its reference to circular unity (Musical Example
1.1).24

24

John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.

22

Musical Example 1.1: Musto, River Songs, “Songs to the Trees and Streams,”
mm. 5-12. 25

In the vocal line, Musto uses all but one of the twelve tones in his aggregate,
omitting G. The phrase repeats three times for each of the three verses of text and uses

25

John Musto, River Songs, “Songs to the Trees and Streams,” unpublished, 2002.

23

almost the same melody and rhythm for each of the phrases. Each subsequent phrase
develops similarly, yet adds either a new note or measure before continuing with the
original aggregate pattern. The change in melodic material is driven by the scansion and
semantics in the text.26 This is similar to many of Musto’s compositions in which a
melodic idea or theme is presented and then developed throughout the song.27
Frequently, Musto utilizes text painting in the vocal melody, the cello, and the
piano. The most obvious examples occur at the end of each phrase with the words,
“swaying,” “flowing,” and “gently” in mm. 11, 25, and 41 respectively (Musical
Example 1.2). Musical Example 1.2 displays how Musto uses a quarter note tied into
two groups of quarter-note-triplets to paint a melody that flows like the currents in the
river and gusts like the air overhead. Throughout the piece, this is the only time Musto
has instructions to slur to vocal melody.

26

27

John Musto, interview with the author, August 3, 2013.

Daniel Hunter-Holly, “A Performer's Examination of John Musto's Shadow of the Blues and
Recuerdo” (DMA diss., The Ohio State University, 2007), 16.
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Musical Example 1.2: Musto, River Songs, “Song to the Trees and Streams,” mm. 11-12,
24-26, and 41-43.

In m. 34, Musto paints “Hark!,” by starting the pitch almost an octave higher than
the previous two phrases. In addition, the word is short, like a bell or a knock, and
followed by a rest, exemplifying the feeling of joyous emotional clarity when hearing a
comforting and familiar sound.
Orchestration paints the text as well as with textures built from rhythmic
structures. One such texture is the cello with a pizzicato accompaniment through the first
phrase (Musical Example 1.1). Using only eighth notes and eighth rests, the cello gives
an impression of randomness, like the wind, while the voice sings of the breeze. In the
second phrase, the cello acts as the river in the text. Changing rhythmic figures from
eighth notes, to eighth-note triplets, to quarter-note triplets helps reflect the river as it
winds and flows swiftly over the land. In the third and final phrase, the piano portrays the

25

word “rippling” in mm. 39-40, with subito sweeping quintuplets in the right hand for
vivid sonorous rippling effect (Musical Example 1.3).
Musical Example 1.3: Musto, River Songs, “Song to the Trees and Streams,” mm. 38-40.

Musto creates the climactic point in “Songs to the Trees and Streams” with
rhythmic structures and textures rather than melody or harmony. He sustains a sense of
lightness and clarity throughout the piece even when the rhythms thicken in texture by
increasing pitch levels in the piano and cello. At its peak from mm. 39-41, the piano has
its fastest rhythms in a higher range, the cello is in treble clef, and the volume swells,
enhancing this musical climax (Musical Example 1.3). Musto’s use of texture to create
the climactic point is a compositional tool, which can be seen in his other songs from
River Songs.
3. Synthesis for Performance:
While the rhythmic variation throughout this piece drives the structural
development of the song, the baritone must focus on creating a long vocal phrase to
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match the length of each stanza of text.28 Musto provides specific interpretive directives
in the piano. However, dynamics for the vocal line are only instructed once at the
beginning with a given mezzo forte. Musto’s understanding of the natural tendencies of
the baritone voice allows the ascending melodic lines to crescendo organically. He only
writes dynamic markings when necessary. Even with increased rhythmic density later in
the piece, Musto keeps the piano and cello in a range that does not compete with the
vocal line, but allows it to speak above the other instruments.
When performing this opening piece, it is important to note that the cello and the
voice are performing a duet.29 The cello serves as both a counterpart to the vocal line as
well as an accompaniment with the piano line in various sections throughout the piece.
Often, the articulation in the cello determines which role the cello serves. The piano uses
both melodic and staccato motives and often passes the melodic theme to the cello during
interludes, as can be seen in m. 15 with Musical Example 1.4. In between each vocal
phrase, the piano and cello use the main melodic theme as a starting point for
development through the interludes.
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John Musto, e-mail to author, August 2, 2013.
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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Musical Example 1.4: Musto, River Songs, “Songs to the Trees and Streams,”
mm. 11-17.

The churning of the compositional texture supports the concept that the songs
depict what is happening under the surface in the water.30
“Songs to the Trees and Streams” and “Ask Me” both incorporate a swing in the
rhythm and should hint at jazz. When performing these pieces, all instruments should
create the sense of spontaneity found in jazz. Both straight tone and vibrato in the tone
can be used to help interpret the melodic line as long as the vocal technique remains
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John Musto, e-mail to author, August 2, 2013.
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grounded in the support. “You should sing it with the same instrument as you sing a
Mahler song.”31 The tessitura regularly encompasses the entire range for the baritone
from A-sharp 2 to E4.

B: “Ask Me”
1. Poetic and Structural Analysis
William Stafford was an American poet of the twentieth-century. Born in 1913,
in Hutchinson, Kansas, Stafford was known for his strong pacifist sentiments during the
Second World War. It was not until later in life that Stafford began publishing his poetry.
His first major collection, Traveling Through the Dark, was published when Stafford was
forty-eight years old. It won the National Book Award in 1963. In 1970, Stafford was
elected as the Consultant in Poetry, now known as the Poet Laureate, to the Library of
Congress. After receiving Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from the University of
Kansas and his PhD from the University of Iowa, Stafford taught at Lewis and Clark
College. He held this position from 1948 to 1980. Other awards include a Guggenheim
Fellowship and a Shelley Memorial Award. Stafford died from a heart attack in 1993 at
his home in Oregon.
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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Some time when the river is ice ask me
mistakes I have made. Ask me whether
what I have done is my life. Others
have come in their slow way into
my thought, and some have tried to help
or to hurt−ask me what difference
their strongest love or hate has made.
I will listen to what you say.
You and I can turn and look
at the silent river and wait. We know
the current is there, hidden; and there
are comings and goings from miles away
that hold the stillness exactly before us.
What the river says, that is what I say.
Table 2: William Stafford, “Ask Me.”32
Originally, Stories That Could be True, a collection from 1977, contained
Stafford’s “Ask Me.” Currently, the poem is included in the collection The Way It Is:
New and Select Poems, which was published five years after Stafford’s death and consists
of poems from five different collections. In “Ask Me,“ Stafford uses the traditional
sonnet form of fourteen lines, but varies some of the parameters normally included in the
form, such as five-foot iambs per line and a set rhyming scheme. Stafford uses internal
rhymes and repetition to help create a personal style of form.33
In a traditional sonnet, the first half of the poem raises questions, which the reader
expects to be answered in the second half. Instead of answering the question, Stafford
defers to the silence of the river. Scholar of Stafford’s poetry Erland Anderson suggests,
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William Stafford, “Ask Me,” in Columbia Granger's World of Poetry Online,
http://www.columbiagrangers.org (accessed June 11, 2015).
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Erland G. Anderson, “Stafford’s Ask Me,” Explicator 54, no. 3, (Spring 1996): 175.
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“Instead of simply resigning himself to a recognition of the potentially destructive power
of outside forces, Stafford lets ‘what the river says’ answer all deep questions concerning
actions and influences.”34 Because the frozen river is silent, the poem’s protagonist finds
a way to peacefully resist outside influences while still holding on to the hope of
humanity. Hope exists in the promise of an eventual thaw.
Musto sets this poem to music with careful attention to the punctuation. Each
sentence is composed either into an entire phrase or as part of an entire phrase in the
sense that two sentences create the antecedent and consequent structures in a longer
phrase. The first stanza of the poem corresponds to the first section in the song. Each of
the two sentences coincides with a phrase in the music, with the second phrase being
longer because of the use of the colon. Representation of the colon in the music is evident
in the extension of new musical motives (m. 15). The first and second stanzas are
separated with an interlude of piano and cello.
Musto again uses the compositional technique of aggregate completion when
2motives, which characterize the two contrasting sections of this piece. Recurring
entrances of the main melodic motive by the three instruments drive the composition. The
piano, voice, and cello each receive a unique interpretation of the original theme through
transposition, melodic variation, and rhythmic modification of the main motive. While
each instrument has its own development of the theme, the first four notes of the theme
are identical in contour, with entrances having a leap of a fourth followed by an
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Ibid., 177.
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ascending whole step and then a half step (Musical Example 2.1). This results in a minor
tonality.
Musical Example 2.1: Musto, River Songs, vocal line in “Ask Me,” mm. 1-4.35

With expert craftsmanship, Musto creates a sense of tonality while using all
twelve tones in each phrase. Musto’s style does not adhere to specific serial structure,
requiring that all twelve tones sound before he repeats a tone. Instead, the style uses
twelve-note composition as a compositional tool.36 Rather than using a set row to
compose, Musto starts his phrases with a rising minor scale and then begins working all
twelve tones into the phrase. This naturally creates inherent harmonic modulations and
takes the melody to unexpected places.37 While each phrase follows a similar melodic
contour, Musto never repeats the exact melodic phrase in the piece. Repeated emphasis
of the root on C-sharp and the fifth on G-sharp gives the melody a sense of C-sharp
minor tonality. Different instruments have different motive lengths. The voice and cello
take approximately four measures to incorporate all twelve tones, while the piano
completes the tones every two measures. In the contrasting middle section, all three
instruments take eight measures to incorporate the twelve tones.
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John Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” unpublished, 2002.
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Paul Lansky, et al. "Twelve-Note Composition" in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
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At the beginning, the cello reinforces the bass line of the piano before entering
with the primary melodic theme. Musto is not compelled to complete the twelve tones
within the cello just to follow a rigid set of rules, rather, he lets the music determine if a
completion is necessary and lets the cello wait until m. 15 before he uses all twelve tones.
Once the cello completes the main melodic motive, he uses the cello as an obbligato
accompaniment within the piece.
Musto establishes a main pitch center around C-sharp by using a rising minor
scale with repetition of the G-sharp and C-sharp to help solidify the key center. In
addition, Musto puts C-sharp on the downbeats of both the beginning and end of the
phrase (Musical Examples 2.1 and 2.2). The repetition of C-sharp and a tenuto mark over
the penultimate C-sharp helps to emphasize that specific tone and leads towards C-sharp
as a key area at m. 8.
Musical Example 2.2: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 7-8.
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One compositional tool used by Musto is the delay of one semitone (of the
twelve) to the very end of the phrase. Often, the delay of a final pitch class sustains the
completion of the twelve-tone cycle until the requisite number of measures are reached.
For example, the piano opens the piece and compiles eleven of the twelve pitch classes
by the second beat of measure two, but avoids the B (the twelfth pitch) until the last part
of the triplet in the third beat of measure three (Musical Example 2.3). While seeming
relatively close, this duration is twice as long as that used to complete the first eleven
pitches. Musto does this with both the piano and the voice. The D found in Musical
Example 2.2 is the last of the twelve-tones in the vocal line, and it is the second to last
note in the phrase.
Musical Example 2.3: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 1-3.

Beginning in m. 21, the underlying rhythmic structure changes and moves the
piece toward a new section. Additionally, the duration to complete all twelve tones
changes to eight measures in all the instruments. Musto retains unity with the opening by
keeping the tonal area centered on C-sharp. By resolving all the parts to G-sharp in the
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final two measures of this middle section (mm. 28-29), Musto sets up a strong return to
C-sharp in the left hand of the piano with a tonal v-i pattern (Musical Example 2.4). This
helps keep the piece centered around standard functional harmony and away from the
rules and sounds of serial music.
Musical Example 2.4: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 27-31.

With the return of the primary melodic theme in the piano at m. 30, Musto
combines previous rhythmic and melodic themes as a developmental tool in the song’s
structure resulting in a thicker texture (Musical Example 2.4). Rhythmic and melodic
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motives return in variation using material from earlier in the song. The increasing texture
culminates in mm. 36-37 where the piano and voice are using the exact motives from the
second section and the cello is thickening the texture with a series of sixteenth notes
(Musical Example 2.5).
Musical Example 2.5: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 35-37.

Texture plays a major role in the structural development of this piece. Often, as a
section of the song develops, the texture thickens, only to suddenly drop to one
instrument as a focus, such as in m. 38 (Musical Example 2.6). Dropping the
accompaniment from the texture is a compositional tool done by Musto in many of his
songs.38 Musto paints the stillness in the text by clearing the texture to just the baritone
voice. The baritone sings a descending repetitive melodic pattern as transitional material
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Hunter-Holly, 16.
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into the grand pause at m. 40. The monosyllabic word “hold” is sustained on two notes
instead of the normal use of one note per syllable.
Musical Example 2.6: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm.38-39.

The piece closes with the piano playing the same material from the prelude, only
this time the cello continues with the piano, reinforcing the bass line. The baritone
enters, singing an ascending scale in F-minor, only to resolve and end an augmented fifth
away on C-sharp, the underlying pitch center of the entire piece.
Composers often quote other composers’ works, and Musto is no exception. The
text references a frozen river and Musto finds a connection to Schubert’s song cycle
Winterreise [Winter Journey], specifically the song “Auf dem Flusse” [By the River]. At
the time of composition, Musto had been performing Schubert’s Winterreise with
William Sharp. Stafford’s text, specifically “Some time when the river is ice,” inspired
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the connection between the two pieces.39 Musto uses his contemporary compositional
style to give the song a “bluesy update.”40 The introduction of each piece is easily the
most identifiable and can be seen in Musical Example 2.7.
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.

Alexander Hurd, “John Musto,” in accompanying booklet, Shadow of Blues: Songs by John
Musto performed by Alexander Hurd, Jacob Greenburg, and Jonathon Golove, Centuar Records CRN 3000,
2009, Compact Disc.
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Musical Example 2.7: Schubert, Winterreise, “Auf dem Flusse,” mm. 1-4 followed by
Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 1-4.
Schubert, “Auf Dem Flusse” mm. 1-4.”41

Musto, “Ask Me,” mm. 1-4.

Another example of Schubert’s influence in Musto’s compositional output can be
seen in his song “Lonliness [sic] Unravels,” from his cycle Penelope.42 In both “Ask
Me,” and “Lonliness Unravels,” the piano accompaniments have music drawn from the
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Franz Schubert, Winterreise, “Auf dem Flusse,” edited by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (New York,
C.F. Peters, 1985), 74.
42

Lonliness is spelled this way in the original poem and in the Musto’s song.
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songs of Schubert. Schubert’s “Gretchen am Spinnrade” with its spinning sound in the
piano accompaniment inspired Musto’s song “Lonliness Unravels.”43
2. Synthesis for Performance
Performing “Ask Me” requires careful collaboration of the voice and two
instruments to coordinate complex rhythms, while still creating a casual and spontaneous
sound. Musto’s use of the triplet in the melody, and the cello playing a pizzicato bass
line evokes blues or jazz. Often, a natural agogic accent at the end of phrases requires
attentiveness between musicians to arrive at the subsequent downbeat together and back
in tempo. To aid the rhythmic integrity in m. 6 and other similar rhythmic occurrences,
the baritone and cellist must be sure to coordinate the third eighth note of each triplet on
beats two through five (Musical Example 2.8). Even though the meter changes to 3/2, the
consistency of the quarter note suggests counting this measure in six instead of three.
The singer must listen to the pianist playing the main motive and meld into the phrase
seamlessly, catching the natural back phrase with the cello.44
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Karen Kanakis, “A Performer’s Guide to John Musto’s Penelope: A Cycle of Seven Songs for
Soprano and Piano” (DMA diss., University of North Texas, 2005), 21.
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013. Musto states this type of writing as
“natural back phrasing” and that it is found in much of the jazz repertoire. Often, difficulties of notating
simple idioms in jazz styles arise with traditional western musical orthography. Musto explains that, “You
can’t really notate that sort of thing without it looking outrageously complicated when it really is simple.
You just have to have a feel for the style.” While rhythmic accuracy is important, the feel and knowledge
of the style is equally as important.
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Musical Example 2.8: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 5-6.

Additional rhythmic issues commonly occur at m. 22, where secure rhythm must
be established by the baritone’s strong downbeat against the piano’s repeating third
eighth-note triplet figure (Musical Example 2.9). Musto associates the writing in the
piano to the ride cymbal on a drum playing the backbeat.45 Performers must clearly
differentiate the contrasting duple and triplet figures, as Musto frequently uses eighthnote and quarter-note triplets in one part while securing quarter notes or duple eighthnotes in another (Musical Example 2.9). Continuing in m. 23, the baritone should
coordinate with the piano on beat three to ensure that the third triplet is with the piano
(Musical Example 2.9).
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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Musical Example 2.9: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 21-23.

In m. 33, Musto syncopates and text-paints the baritone’s entrance at the word
“hidden” with duple eighth notes, while also scoring it against both solid quarter notes in
the cello and left hand of the piano and eighth-note triplets in the right hand of the piano
(Musical Example 2.10). Furthermore, the song’s previous entrances on the downbeats
accentuate the syncopation.
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Musical Example 2.10: Musto, River Songs, “Ask Me,” mm. 32-33.

Continuity of the primary theme should be clearly defined at each new entrance
with all instruments, as this gives the listener something familiar to identify as the song
develops. Often after a phrase in the vocal line, Musto uses the main melodic motive in
the cello or piano as an afterthought or introspection for the singer.
Combining both piano and cello with the voice takes careful and deliberate
collaboration. The cello alternates between bowed melody and pizzicato, and provides
rhythmic and melodic structure to the work. The cellist can accentuate the contrasting
playing styles with the pizzicato staying very rhythmic and the bowed (arco) phrases
staying very melodic, sounding improvisational. The most pronounced example is in
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mm. 17-20. When bowing, the cello should remember that they are equally as important
as the vocal line and that the writing is a duet between the voice and cello.46
The piano, especially the left hand, provides the central rhythmic foundation for
the song. A steady quarter note pulse is required to make the numerous triplet figures
(both quarter-note and eighth-note) swing. Musto marks cantando in the piano part when
the piano first has the main melodic theme, such as in m. 6. While this direction is only
given in m. 6, the piano should emphasize this style anytime the main melodic theme is
played. Musto is very specific with his expressive markings, especially with the
articulation of the piano, and special care should be taken to adhere to them. Most of the
important material is always marked at least one dynamic marking louder than the other
parts.
A final suggestion for performers is to internalize the quarter-note pulse, because
in “Ask Me,” Musto starts in a meter of 4/4, yet changes the meter twenty-three times
before the song’s forty-three measures finish. Most of the meter changes keep the
quarter-note pulse, changing between 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and 5/4, with the exception of 3/2, to
which the meter only briefly changes to before changing back. Dissonant sonorities are
one of the characteristics of this cycle that make it difficult to perform accurately. Musto
enjoys harmonic shifts and often “rubs key areas” up against each other in his composing.
In “Ask Me,” the baritone must negotiate a range from G-sharp 2 to E4, with the
lowest notes in this range rarely sung, and the tessitura lying between B-flat 3 and E4.
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Various dynamics are required on the highest notes including many crescendos and
diminuendos making this pieces best suited for an advanced singer. Vocal style is very
important when performing the cycle River Songs. Specifically, the repeating triplet
figures suggest the preservation of a jazz feeling throughout. Regardless of the many
difficulties found in the constant meter changes, rhythmic intricacies, and the various
melodies that include tritones and large leaps, “Ask Me” is a worthy composition that
deserves the attention of baritones with strong skills in rhythm and a great ability to
navigate difficult melodies.

C: “Quo Vadis”
1. Poetic and Structural Analysis:
Musto continues using the poetry of William Stafford in “Quo Vadis,” the third
song in River Songs. The text is published in “The Way it is: New and Select Poems.”
The title of the song is Latin in origin and translates as “Where are you going?”47
Sometimes I choose a cloud and let it
Cross the sky floating me away.
A bird unravels its song and carries me
As it flies deeper and deeper into the woods.
Is there a way to be gone and still
Belong? Travel that takes you home?
Is that life?−to stand by a river and go.
Table 3: William Stafford, “Quo Vadis.”48
47

Translation done by the author.
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William Stafford, The Way It Is: New and Select Poems (Michigan: Graywolf Press, 1998), 36.
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Musto sets the three short stanzas of text with short interludes of piano and cello
between each phrase. Overall, this piece serves as a transition to the last song in the
cycle. The slow unraveling melody leads the listener’s ear on a short journey of
introspection about life. The first four lines of text evoke a dreamy state of
consciousness, using the visualization of clouds and the sound of birds. Following,
Stafford raises the question of life’s purpose; answering it with suggestions that one can
still belong even when gone. Relating the suggestion to a river, Stafford ties the overall
thought back to nature, with the idea that the water moves downstream on its journey
home, having a life of its own. The river flowing downstream to the Atlantic continues
through “Quo Vadis” as the arching theme that connect all four songs in the cycle.49
Unlike the first two pieces in Musto’s River Songs, in “Quo Vadis,” the baritone
starts with the opening melodic material. Additionally, for the first time, the completion
of the aggregate occurs within one vocal phrase (Musical Example 3.1). The full twelvetone aggregate is found only in the first phrase, as the other phrases are one tone from
completion. Musto similarly completed an opening phrase in his song with all twelve
pitch classes in “The Old Gray Couple,” his chamber composition for soprano, baritone,
and two pianos.”50
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Musto set “The Old Gray Couple” for soprano, baritone, and piano in 1994. The poetry is by
Archibald MacLeish. Found at http://www.johnmusto.com/catalogue.html, (accessed June 4, 2015).
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Musical Example 3.1: Musto, River Songs, “Quo Vadis,” mm. 1-4.51

In m. 3 of Musical Example 3.1, Musto paints the word “floating” with a D
directly out of a diminuendo. Musto paints the text again in m. 7 with the word
”unravels,” as the melody of the bird’s song leaps and crescendos through the 2/4 and
into the 4/4 measure (Musical Example 3.2).
Musical Example 3.2: Musto, River Songs, “Quo Vadis,” mm. 5-8.
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John Musto, River Songs, “Quo Vadis,” unpublished, 2002.
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The piano creates the effect of a birdcall when it enters in octaves at m. 8. In mm.
9-12, octave trills in the piano continue the sense of sustain generated by the initial call of
a bird. (Musical Example 3.3). This pattern is repeated throughout the phrase in mm. 912. Descending with each repetition, the melody in both vocal line and piano becomes
rhythmically and harmonically aligned with the text “deeper and deeper” in mm. 10-11.
Musical Example 3.3: Musto, River Songs, “Quo Vadis,” mm. 9-12.

2. Synthesis for Performance
The moderato tempo and large leaps of Musto’s “Quo Vadis” make phrasing
difficult for such a short song. Mastering the phrase requires the baritone to work the
aggregate pattern and melody into the muscle memory of the voice. The song ranges
from A2 to E3, with the tessitura mainly between E3 and D4. Difficult leaping intervals,
such as the minor-sixth found in m. 2 (Musical Example 3.1), make it hard to create and
mold a cohesive phrase over the complete aggregate pattern, which initially starts at the
beginning at finishes in m. 5. Additionally, as the melodic phrase develops, Musto varies
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some of the ascending leaps while maintaining a similar contour. A leap of a major-third
in the first aggregate and a perfect fourth in the second aggregate is an example of how
the ever-changing melodic phrases can be subtly difficult (Musical Example 3.4).
Musical Example 3.4: Musto, River Songs, “Quo Vadis,” vocal line mm. 1-3 and 5-8.

In m. 3, Musical Example 3.4 displays how Musto paints the word “floating” with
a D directly out of a diminuendo. The singer can emulate the word “floating” by
sustaining a soft volume as well as elongating the duration of the onset with the
consonants “fl.”
The longer length of the second vocal phrase requires the baritone to keep moving
the phrase forward through the multiple peaks. Direction and motion is necessary to
create contrast at the end of the piece. If the tempo relaxes in the beginning and middle
of “Quo Vadis,” then the rallentando and meno mosso al fine from mm. 18-24 are not as
effective. With the sostenuto in m. 20, the baritone must sing the text “Is that life?,” with
extreme clarity and inquisitive demeanor (Musical Example 3.5) . Not only is the voice
exposed with only a sustained chord below, but also the textual message of the poem
centers on this question. Musto sets this phrase with an upward leap, matching the
natural inflection of a question in speech.
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Musical Example 3.5: Musto, River Songs, “Quo Vadis,” mm. 20-24.

V
Musical Example 3.6: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” m.1.

I
In the final phrase of “Quo Vadis,” the vocal phrase joins the piano and cello with
the main melodic theme, voicing in multiple octaves a portion of the aggregate. The final
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measure instructs attacca, which provides additional evidence that the role of “Quo
Vadis” in the cycle River Songs is one of transition. The final note in all three parts is an
A, which is then resolved to D by all three parts on the downbeat of the following piece,
“Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.” This dominant to tonic resolution from the end of “Quo
Vadis,” to “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry” requires immediate transition without hesitation
between all three performers (Musical Examples 3.5 and 3.6).52

D: “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry”
1: Poetic and Structural Analysis
In 1856, when Walt Whitman added the poem (among others) “Crossing
Brooklyn Ferry” to his collection Leaves of Grass, literary critics had already begun to
analyze and critique the publication. Whitman called it “the great psalm of the republic,”
and many considered it the “first great poetical work in American literature.”53 This poem
in particular touched on spirituality and humanity. Whitman’s early writings tended to
avoid direct speculation on spirituality. With “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” however,
Whitman suggests that humanity is on an inevitable journey to the spiritual world and
alludes to this conception through ever-expanding and uncontrollable forces in nature.54
As Gargano puts it, “the poem’s heterogeneous details ‘demonstrate’ the
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Transcendentalist doctrine of the essential spirituality and unity of all human
experience.”55
On its own, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry” has 141 lines of poetry, of which Musto
sets only a portion. Because Whitman’s text is public domain, Musto was able to select
which portions of text he wanted to set, essentially acting as an editor.56 With his song,
Musto quotes partial stanzas of text from the original poem as well as inserting lines from
other areas of the poem to fit his music. A majority of the poem used by Musto is from
the area of lines 100-115 in the original Whitman setting.57 Musto’s uses the following
text as lyrics in his song.
Ah, what can be more stately than mast-hemmed Manhattan?
River and sunset and scalloped edg’d waves of floodtide?
Gorgeous clouds of the sunset! Gorgeous clouds of the sunset!
Drench with your splendor me!
Stand up, tall masts of Manahatta!
Stand up! Beautiful hills of Brooklyn!
Flow on, river! Flow with the floodtide, and ebb with the ebbtide!
Fly sideways, or wheel in large circles high in the air!
Receive the summer sky, you water,
and faithfully hold it till all downcast eyes have time to take it from you!
We fathom you not, we love you.
You furnish you parts toward eternity,
Great and small, you furnish your parts toward the soul.
Table 4: John Musto’s selections of text from Walt Whitman’s,
“Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.”58
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This portion of text used by Musto has extensive imagery describing nature’s
beauty when crossing into Brooklyn at sunset. Whitman’s descriptions of the city, water,
sky, and sunset all culminate in their contribution toward his idea of eternity and the soul.
Musto matches the excitement of the text with a strong driving rhythm. By starting well
into the poem with the word “Ah,” Musto establishes a strong transition from the
previous piece “Quo Vadis” using the attacca. A momentary duration of suspense arises
with the use of the fermata before the song drives forward into the opening melodic
theme (Musical Example 3.6).
Musto uses full lines from Whitman’s text, with the exception of a few specific
alterations. The first alteration can be found in the opening line when Musto withholds
the text “ ever,” and “admirable to me,” from “Ah, what can ever be more stately and
admirable to me than masthemm’d Manhattan?” Based on the underlying rhythmic
structure of the song, Musto likely did this to fit a specific scansion. The next alteration
is with the repetition of “Gorgeous clouds of the sunset!” This repetition of text is not
found in Whitman’s original version and is the only place where Musto repeats text in the
piece. Normally, Musto does not repeat text in his songs. However, in this instance, he
uses it as a device for sudden transposition (Musical Example 4.3). The last alteration of
text is in the last line of the song. The original text states “Great or small,” and Musto
changed it to “Great and small.”
While Musto chose only to use parts of the entire original text, he did set the final
two lines of poetry, which complements the closure to the song as well as the song cycle
River Songs. By doing this, Musto aligned the message of his song with Whitman’s
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message in his text. With the message of Whitman in “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,”
Gargano suggests that “Whitman leads the reader to participate, man witnesses his own
apotheosis by living forever in one small but infinite, evanescent but undying moment of
eternity.”59 This fits with the commissioning of the cycle River Songs and displays how
Musto composed a cycle that provides both intellectual meaning within text and
knowledgeable development of compositional style.
The compositional driving force sustaining "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” is the
rhythm. Like in the previous pieces in River Songs, Musto uses a mixed-meter system.
Mostly, Musto alternates between the two meters, 7/8 and 3/4 (he uses 5/4 once in m. 64).
He usually alternates meter every measure. However, as the song develops, the meter
changes are often controlled by the main melodic theme, which can be seen in the piano
part (Musical Example 4.1).
Musical Example 4.1: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 5-8.60
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Gargano, 269.
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John Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” unpublished, 2002.
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The rhythm through the main melodic theme is characterized either by three
eighth-note groupings or by quarter notes (two eighth notes in the cello part) and serves
as a stark contrast to the previous three songs in the cycle. Musto frequently changes the
underlying accents and groupings of the pulse between two and three eighth notes (the
quarter note can act as two eighth notes). Musical Example 4.2 shows an alteration at m.
9, when the pattern is immediately altered with the entrance of the voice. Three eighth
notes are used to start the melody rather than the quarter note stated in the first melodic
passage (see Musical Example 4.1 to compare to Musical Example 4.2).
Musical Example 4.2: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 9-12.

The rhythmic patterns switch between duple and triple rhythm-groupings and aid
the directives Grazioso and Exuberantly on first page. Additionally, Musto sets
groupings of three on strong words within the musical phrase. In m. 11, with the word
“waves,” Musto paints the crashing wave with the descending melody, giving the syllable
(and word in this case) more than one note. This neumatic setting of text occurs again
with both entrances of “Gorgeous” at mm. 13 and 15 respectively (Musical Example 4.3).
Not only does this emphasize the word, but also the tonal center, which Musto uses as a
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compositional tool to help center specific tonal regions. With repetition, the
transposition upward of a semitone, first in m. 13 and then again in m. 15, increases the
overall emotional excitement of the message (compare Musical Example 4.1 to Musical
Example 4.3).
Musical Example 4.3: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 13-16.

“Crossing Brooklyn Ferry” is tonally centered at D. Musto starts many melodic
phrases from this pitch and while he doesn’t use a key signature, numerous F-sharps and
C-sharps are notated, further supporting D as a strong tonal center. If the key area shifts,
it is sudden (Musical Example 4.3), and uses the main melodic theme as a tool to
establish the new key area. At m. 33, a quick modulation to F (based on the starting note
of the melodic theme) is used to show the river flowing with the word “Flow.” The long
crescendo along with a short melismatic ending in m. 35 on “Flow” suggests the long
never-ending flow of the river, all while the strong underlying rhythmic structure drives
the song (and river) forward (Musical Example 4.4).
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Musical Example 4.4: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 31-35.

The “ebbing” river through mm. 38-39 can be seen in both the dynamics and
melodic contour. The rise and fall of both volume and pitch represent the floodtide and
ebb tide of the river (Musical Example 4.5).
Musical Example 4.5: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 36-39.

As the text describes sea birds circling in the air, Musto sets up an interlude with
the cello and piano. The material for cello and piano in the interlude seem circular in
nature, yet familiar since the main melodic theme is often repeated. Circular sound is
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also depicted through the groupings of three descending eighth-notes. Furthermore, the
voicing for the cello and piano is at its highest throughout the interlude, again alluding to
birds circling high above the water below (Musical Example 4.6).
Musical Example 4.6: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 57-60.

Directly following the interlude in m. 65, the tempo slows drastically to over half
the opening tempo (Musical Example 4.7).
Musical Example 4.7: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 65-69.

As the text refers to the love of the water from the sky, a moment of introspection
occurs. From this, Whitman’s text arrives at an epiphany, that these circular parts of
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nature are what create a soul for eternity. Musto represents this epiphany through tempo
reduction and then a long ritornando from mm.78-85, showing the growing excitement
from the realization of the text. At m. 85, the tempo resumes and the main melodic theme
returns in the piano as the voice crescendos through five bars on the word “soul”
(Musical Example 4.8).
Musical Example 4.8: Musto, River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” mm. 85-88.

2: Synthesis for Performance:
Understanding the main melodic theme (Musical Example 4.1) in its groupings of
two or three eighth notes is paramount in navigating the complex meter-mixing found
throughout “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.” 61 The baritone must be certain to sing with the
correct expression of phrasing through the use of legato. Musto contrasts the main
melodic phrase in the vocal line with the piano’s line mainly through articulation. The

61

either.

Two eighth notes also represent the duration of the quarter note and are meant to represent
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vocal phrasing is driven primarily by the syntax of the poetry, with only a few slurs and
one instance of accent (m.4). The piano and cello, however, have many accented
articulations, which suggest that the cello and piano drive the rhythm of the piece and let
the baritone sing long unaccented, yet rhythmically accurate phrases.
In conjunction with the main melodic phrase in the vocal line, Musto sets a
driving series of eighth notes in the cello and piano lines (the cello can be seen in Musical
Examples 4.1 and 4.8, the piano can be seen in Musical Example 4.4). Musto frequently
composes for the cello to play pizzicato, as in m. 5. Repeatedly, the cello quickly
switches from bowed playing to plucking, to add the correct articulation and sound for
each moment in the song, such as in mm. 67-69 (see Musical Example 4.7).
In all of Musto’s River Songs, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry” has the most tonality.
While it may be tonally centered, the constantly changing key areas add to the difficulty
in performing this piece. Additionally, Musto purposely chooses a tonal center and then
composes neighboring tonal areas against each other to add to the tension and release
throughout his composition.62 The melodic theme is repetitive and short, making it
memorable. Musto attributes the increased tonality to this piece to his natural affinity
with show business.63 He desires to leave to audience with an earworm.
When performing, the starting tone of most vocal phrases will help to guide the
baritone with an appropriate key center. Within the piece, D always returns as a tonal
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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center from short periods of modulation. The song has a range of C3-F4 and a tessitura
E3-D4. Sing aggressively and as Musto instructs, “Exuberantly,” to end the cycle.
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CHAPTER III: THE BRIEF LIGHT
A: “When You Danced”
1. A Brief Introduction to James Laughlin and the Song Cycle The Brief Light
In 2010, Musto completed his song cycle The Brief Light. Scored for baritone and
guitar, the cycle was dedicated to baritone Patrick Mason and guitarist David Starobin, as
they have collaborated for decades on music for guitar and voice by Musto and other
contemporary composers. Mason, Professor of Voice at the University of Colorado in
Boulder, regularly debuts new operatic roles and frequently premieres new music.64
David Starobin, “is the dedicatee of more than 350 new works which he has performed
throughout the world.” He has been on the faculty at the Curtis Institute of Music since
2011.65 In the cycle, Musto sets six songs to poetry by James Laughlin.
James Laughlin (1914-1997) was a publisher, editor, and poet most commonly
associated with the group, New Directions, which he founded in 1936, when still a
graduate student. 66 New Directions became the primary publisher of William Carlos
Williams and Ezra Pound.67 At the time of Laughlin’s death, he had been called “the
greatest publisher America ever had.”68 His poetry has been characterized as “romantic,
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Colorado University-Boulder College of Music, “Patrick Mason," Faculty Bio,
http://music.colorado.edu/faculty/patrick-mason/ (accessed June 15, 2015).
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Elspeth Egerton Healey, "Writing Communities: Aesthetics, Politics, and Late Modernist
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combining confession and candor with satire and wit, producing lyrical reveries and
meditations on such topics as love and loss, innocence and experience, desire and
fulfillment, society, and politics.”69 Laughlin’s interest with Ezra Pound started after he
left Harvard his sophomore year in 1934, due to Laughlin’s request of absence to further
his education with “higher” quality instruction.70
Laughlin’s interpretation of love and sense of eroticism is linked to Ezra Pound’s
influence, and can be seen throughout the poetry in The Brief Light.71 The entire cycle
revolves around the theme of love and desire. “Laughlin’s love poems, concern the
longing for a particular desirable woman, the joys of possession, the fear of loss, the
bittersweet memory of love’s pleasures.”72 This theme is found throughout much of
Laughlin’s poetry, including “The Cave,” “In Another Country,” and “Hard & Soft.”73
Musto has read Laughlin’s entire body of work and has a thorough understanding
of Laughlin’s voice and ideas. In setting Laughlin’s text, Musto was drawn to the
wistfulness in the poems combined with Laughlin’s voyeuristic perspective found
throughout much of his body of work.74 Musto found that Laughlin’s poetry was
succinct and clear enough to understand upon an initial reading. Finally, the poems set
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Daniel G. Marowski, Roger Matuz, and Sean R. Pollock ed., "James Laughlin (1914-)," in
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by Musto create an overarching thematic message throughout the cycle The Brief Light.
The character throughout the cycle is reminiscent and “he’s looking back and kind of
assessing and remembering and savoring things that happened long ago.”75
Musto had set Laughlin’s poetry in 2005, in the cycle Viva Sweet Love. Getting
the rights to use poetry not yet in public domain has always been a difficult process for
composers. In using Laughlin’s poetry, Musto wrote, “To be quite practical, I knew I
could get the rights to Laughlin, because I had gotten them before.”76 Musto’s use of
Laughlin’s poetry in “Rome: In the Café,” in Viva Sweet Love, is very similar to “Song,”
in The Brief Light. Both songs have comparable poetry because of their voyeuristic
qualities and because of their “wistful, valedictory feel to them.”77
Musto composed The Brief Light in one week. As Musto completed each song, it
immediately went into the recording studio, where Mason and Starobin began their own
work in a recording session. Mason and Starobin wanted to collaborate with Musto on an
original composition for quite some time. However, Musto was reticent to compose with
the guitar. While Musto had played guitar from a young age, following in his father’s
path, he had never played and trained classically. Instead, Musto developed his own style
out of playing folk music, bluegrass, old Appalachian tunes, and popular music. Musto
didn’t want to fall into the genre of composers that had composed music for instruments
without understanding their finer subtleties. However, this feeling quickly diminished, as
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John Musto, interview by the author, August 3, 2013.
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Musto found clarity out of the unilateral dimension of composing with one instrument.
Musto stated it as, “the discipline of writing and not having a piano or an orchestra or
anything like that, focused my approach in a way that I really enjoyed.”78 The experience
of simultaneously composing quickly and immediately recording was a first for Musto.
While it worked for this cycle, normally Musto prefers to have his music played for a
while before becoming finalized.79 Musto’s The Brief Light brings flamenco, jazz,
classical, and blues together to create a short and direct song cycle for baritone and
guitar.
2. Poetic and Structural Analysis
“When You Danced,” the opening song to Musto’s chamber cycle The Brief
Light, explores a unique genre in Musto’s compositional output.80 Immediately, Musto
evokes a sense of flamenco through the rhythmic guitar accompaniment and parallels that
acoustic message with Laughlin’s text, which discusses a memory of flamenco dance.
Laughlin, using one of his characteristic themes, writes of the memory of a woman and
her flamenco dancing in the past. Laughlin’s text is forthright in its message, yet
provides Musto multiple opportunities to text paint.
“When You Danced” was originally published with a series of poems titled
Selected Poems. Many of Laughlin’s poetry, including “When You Danced,” can be
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the spelling by Laughlin and Musto.
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found in his collected works. In choosing Laughlin’s poem for his opening song in The
Brief Light, Musto begins the journey of love with words that tell the enduring memory
of a man’s previous love.
When You Danced
for me those steps of flamenco
there was no music but you clapped your hands and arched you
back and stomped with your heels
& your skirts flew and a smile
of radiant delight was on your
face and my thoughts went back
to Tarragona so many years ago
when I joined the ring of dancers with Cynthia in the square
oh she is long gone I know not
where but you brought her back
to me for a moment & gave me
yourself even more beautiful.
Table 5: James Laughlin, “When You Danced.”81
Musto routinely allows the text to inform the style in his composition and his
choice to set this text with the guitar seems natural, considering his personal history with
the guitar as well as the textual reference to Tarragona, Spain. 82 The city of Tarragona is
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the capital of the Spanish province with the same name and is located just south of
Barcelona. The flamenco style manifests itself throughout this piece connecting the
Spanish influences of dance with music.
Musto begins the introduction immediately with an aural reference to the
flamenco style by having the guitar use the rasgueado technique.83 Often in flamenco,
the dancers and the guitarist cue each other and work together to create the art in
harmony (Musical Example 5.1). Additionally, Musto is very specific with the strumming
direction for the guitarist.
Musical Example 5.1: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 1-2.84

Musto literally drops the accompaniment from the texture in m. 5, with the words
“there was no music,” leaving the solo vocal line (Musical Example 5.2).
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Rasgueado is a strumming technique used in flamenco guitar, which incorporates the thumb and

the fingers.
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John Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” unpublished, 2010.
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Musical Example 5.2: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 5-6.

The ability of the human memory to navigate the duration of time in the past often
creates fragmentations of time, which Musto includes in the interpretation of text by the
incorporation of less common time signatures. As the text refers to the “arched back”
and “clapped hands,” the excitement of the memory is manifested in the music through
shortened measures, changing time meters from 6/8 to 5/8, as well as large leaps of a
minor-ninth in the vocal line (Musical Example 5.3). Through this passage, the guitar
references the rhythmic rasgueado strumming style in the beginning of the piece and
suggests that this music accompanies vivid memories of the dancer in the singer’s mind.
Musical Example 5.3: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 7-8.

The singer’s lapse in time is short and the meter changes back to 6/8 by m. 9. As
the text moves forward to the radiant smile on the face of the dancer, the music shifts in
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sonority from A minor to A major, displaying pleasure with both text and sound (Musical
Example 5.4). A leap of a major sixth in the vocal line also helps reinforce the A major
sonority even though the guitar does not with the accompaniment.
Musical Example 5.4: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 9-12.

By m. 13, Musto incorporates tremolo, a style used in flamenco and classical
guitar, to evoke the Spanish style.85 The tremolo foreshadows the text’s reference to
Tarragona, Spain (m. 16) and the memory of dancing in the past (mm. 17-18).
Furthermore, whenever the thoughts of the singer refer to the past, the sonority changes
back to a classic key in the flamenco guitar, A minor in m. 16 (Musical Example 5.5).
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Tremolo in classical and flamenco guitar is when the thumb plucks a bass note and the fingers
follow in rapid succession on the same note.
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Musical Example 5.5: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 13-16.

Dramatically, “When You Danced” reaches a climatic point in mm. 23-26, with
the memory of Cynthia. Finally, the text speaks the name of a dancer from the past. The
memory of Cynthia is strong and Musto allows the rhythm to slow with a poco meno
mosso at m. 22. Additionally, a short series of syncopated entrances and rhythms
represent how off balanced the memory makes the singer, especially because of the
unknown whereabouts of Cynthia (Musical Example 5.6).
Musical Example 5.6: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 23-26.
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Musto composes strong dissonances in the guitar part to represent the state of
disorientation in the text as well as the fragmented memories of the singer. In m. 23, an F
and E are voiced simultaneously on beats one and three, as well as a A and G on beat
five. In mm. 24-25, a G-flat and F on beats two and six, and an E and F on beat four are
played together. Finally, in m. 26, an E-flat and D on beats two and six round out the
series of ninths, minor-ninths, major-sevenths, and dominant-sevenths found within those
four measures (Musical Example 5.6). Musto uses similar intervals in other parts of the
song, but here he aligns the extreme intervals with words in the vocal line instead of
putting them on the strong beat (one and four of a 6/8 measure), such as in m. 23 on beat
five with the word “oh.”
Musto’s composes without key signatures because he constantly brings different
tonal centers and harmonic shifts into his music. In Musical Example 5.6, an enharmonic
G-flat (in the guitar) and F-sharp in the voice suggests two theoretical differing tonal
centers rubbing against each other to add to the dissonance.86
Musto uses the guitar in mm. 27-28 to reminisce the opening vocal line and bring
the thoughts of the singer back from Cynthia and the past to the present. Specific tonal
color is created in the guitar by playing the melody on the D string, giving a darker and
mellow sound to the tone (Musical Example 5.7). The singer’s state of consciousness
returns to the present with the return of the opening melodic vocal line (Musical Example
5.7).
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Musical Example 5.7: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 27-29.

With the ritornando al Tempo, Musto uses the same guitar accompaniment for
mm. 29-30 before going into a small coda, using compositional material from earlier as a
short interlude in mm. 31-33. This interlude represents Cynthia’s return for a moment as
it is referred to in the text in mm. 28-29. Musical Example 5.8 shows how Musto reemphasizes the flamenco style with use of the rasgueado rhythm in mm. 32-37, and the
use of tremolo in mm. 34-36.
Musical Example 5.8: Musto, The Brief Light, “When You Danced,” mm. 32-35.
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As Laughlin’s poem ends, he lets the imagination of beauty finish the story.
Musto ends with a flamenco tremolo through the postlude interpolated with three
repetitions of a dissonant chord, each with a subsequent reduction in dynamic volume.
The eerie tonality established through extensive use of dissonant intervals continues
throughout the end of the piece, including the final chord with the tones A, D#, G, B, F#.
3. Synthesis for Performance
When choosing a text, Musto is often compelled to set poetry that has a character
speaking the words.87 In this piece, the character’s actions are one of speech and
memory. A main concern in “When You Danced” is to be aware that as the poem
unfolds, the singer becomes lost in the memory, and that the journey through the memory
in the text is matched dramatically with the song’s form. The juxtaposition of joy and
melancholy accompany the memories throughout the piece. During moments when the
memory of losing the woman upsets the singer, Musto uses a minor tonality and
increased dissonance. Memories of joy are accompanied with major sonority. A clear
example is at mm. 27-28, with the guitar playing the opening melody in the vocal line.
When the singer hears the guitar, there must be a “subtle snap back to reality” with the
character.88
The technical difficulties for this song are not as challenging as the dramatic
demands. The song has a range of C3-F4 and a tessitura from E3-D4. The singer must be
prepared for mm. 7-9, in which three leaps of a minor ninth all occur within one phrase
87
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(Musical Example 5.3). This challenge is in addition to the changing meters throughout
this phrase. Establishing a strong 6/8 time signature from the opening in the guitar part
will help solidify the eighth-note pulse, with which the singer must quickly identify to be
able to change from the various meters. “When You Danced” is the opening piece in the
cycle and the guitarist and singer must aggressively attack the crisp rhythms to grab the
attention of the audience.

B: “Song”
1. Poetic and Structural Analysis.
The second piece in The Brief Light moves the dramatic theme of the cycle
toward an erotic and suggestive nature rather than just the memory of a relationship,
which we hear in ‘When You Danced.” With “Song,” the point-of-view is from a male
speaking to a woman about his desire for her.89 Mostly, the narrator speaks directly to the
woman about her risqué activities the previous night. The character in the poem desires
this woman while at the same time admires her for her actions with another. With an
insinuating delivery, the character delivers the text with creepiness and sleaziness.90
Laughlin’s poem was originally published in his collection titled In Another Country.
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O lovely lovely so lovely
just fresh from a night of
it lovely oh I saw you at
nine in the morning coming
home in the street with no
hat and your coat clutched
tight but not hiding your
evening dress lovely and
fresh from a night of it
lovely you stopped at the
curb for the light and your
eye caught mine lovely so
lovely and you knew that
I knew and you knew that
I wanted you too so fresh
from a night of it lovely.
Table 6: James Laughlin, “Song.”91
The opening guitar accompaniment is very sly with the way Musto slides into a C
major chord in the opening beat of m. 1. An F-sharp and D-sharp follow the opening C
(Musical Example 6.1). Not only is the F-sharp a tritone from C, but also, along with the
D-sharp, tones in the C Minor blues scale.

Figure 6.1: C Minor Blues Scale and Enharmonic C Minor Blues Scale
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Laughlin, 96.
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The D-sharp is enharmonically the same as an E-flat, creating a major-minor tonality
through the song as the D-sharp slides up to E (Figure 6.1). “Song” is “sort of bluesy” in
genre and incorporates some scale tones and slides that are commonly found within the
blues.92 Musto helps define the smooth and relaxed ambiance of this piece with his
marking of languid.
Musical Example 6.1: Musto, The Brief Light, “Song,” mm. 1-3.93

Two repetitive patterns in the guitar are the dominating figures in the
accompaniment. The first, seen in Musical Example 6.1, opens the piece and the second
starts at m. 8 (Musical Example 6.2). The series of stacked chords found at m. 8 is built
from a chord form starting on the ninth fret of the guitar. As the chord changes, the
guitarist simply has to move the chord figure up or down the neck to the correct position
and fret while maintaining the same fingering; the movement from m. 8 to m. 9 in the
guitar is simply back one fret. Using this moveable chord form is an idiomatic example
of how the instrument dictates certain tonalities.94
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Musical Example 6.2: Musto, The Brief Light, “Song,” mm. 7-9.

M. 6 displays another unique example of harmonization with the voice and guitar
way Musto , the guitar and voice. All but the last time the text has “fresh from a night of
it,” the guitar part harmonizes with the ascending melodic line in thirds (Musical
Example 6.3).
Musical Example 6.3: Musto, The Brief Light, “Song,” mm. 4-6.

With repeating accompaniment figures throughout, Musto has fewer occurrences
of text painting in “Song.” Instead, mood, created by the melodic line in the vocal part
and the guitar’s accompaniment, supports the underlying theme of the poem. As with
many other songs in The Brief Light, ”Song” does not have a specific key, but rather
various key centers, some shorter than others. Because of the dissonant and nontraditional chords in the guitar, the vocal melody usually establishes the tonal center.
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2. Synthesis for Performance:
The languid tempo, with a quarter note at 46 b.p.m., can easily mislead
performers into thinking “Song” is easy. However, tracking meter throughout the song is
a task as well since the piece changes meters eight times in thirty-nine measures with
switches in the subdivision of beats per measure between duple and triple. With the
subdivision of the quarter note often down to the sixteenth-beat with many entrances and
rests in sixteenth-note values, accuracy with rhythm can be difficult. For accuracy and
ensemble, the baritone should both count with accurate subdivision and use the guitar
accompaniment to synchronize specific words with corresponding notes and rhythms. A
difficult passage in particular lies from mm. 16-17 with the text “evening dress lovely”
(Musical Example 6.4). While the accuracy of the written rhythm is important, the
baritone must also consider the overall sleaziness and feel of the pseudo-blues style with
the song.95
“Song” includes many chromatic and grinding intervals to create tension in the
song. In m. 17, on the word “lovely,” the baritone must sing a diminished third with a Bflat against a G-sharp in the guitar accompaniment, as well as time the word on the
second and fourth sixteenth-notes of beat one (Musical Example 6.4).
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Musical Example 6.4: Musto, The Brief Light, “Song,” mm. 16-18.

Entering into m. 34, the accompaniment continues the tonality of A minor and the
baritone leaps down a minor sixth from B to D-sharp (Musical Example 6.5). The
baritone must firmly sing this descending leap. Not only is A minor in the
accompaniment, the A minor tonality rubs against B major tonality in the vocal line.
Furthermore, on the downbeat, the baritone has a tritone against the guitar
accompaniment (D-sharp and A). One sixteenth-beat later, the dissonance continues with
an E in the voice against an F-sharp with the guitar. These chromatic and grinding
intervals create the tension needed in the song and result in a certain level of difficulty in
performing this piece.
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Musical Example 6.5: Musto, The Brief Light, “Song,” m. 32-36.

“Song” comes to a climax dramatically and structurally in m. 30 with the high E
for the baritone and a quick ascending E Phrygian scale of 32nd notes in the
accompaniment (Compare Figure 6.1 to Musical Example 6.6). At m. 31, the
accompaniment shifts back to A minor, with a strong tonic to dominant movement in the
bass voice of the guitar part.
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Musical Example 6.6: Musto, The Brief Light, “Song,” mm. 30-31.
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Figure 6.2:

V

E Phrygian Scale

“Song” has the lowest pitch and widest range of all songs in The Brief Light with
a range from A2-E4. With the exception of a sustained E4, “Song” demands strong use
of the entire range, with the tessitura mainly between C3-C4.

C: “The Voices”
1. Poetic and Structural Analysis
The third song in The Brief Light, “The Voices,” is to be performed with
aggression and agitation. Several compositional attributes work together to culminate the
“Agitato” mood instructed for this piece, matching the sentiment of the poetry.
Laughlin’s text hints at the duality of love’s nature in that it is both “wonderful fire” and
perhaps “sin.” The poem depicts the inner turmoil created by love. While love offers
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great joy and deep emotional connection, it often ends with strong negative and fiery
feelings. It’s one of humanities everlasting issues.
It is sin it is sin it is a
deadly sin whines the tired
old voice in
the back of his head you’ll
take her love but you can’t
give yourself
it will end in misery & end
in remorse it is sin whines
the tired old
voice it is love it is love
sings the voice in the heart
you will bring
her a happiness she has never
known before you’ll bring her
to life and
she’ll burn with love’s wonderful fire but it’s sin no
it’s love cry
the voices together and sadly
and happily madly he enters
again the soft
and delectable
battle of Love.
Table 7: James Laughlin, “The Voices.”96
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Musto uses two musical themes to symbolize the nature and duality of love. The
first theme is found in the opening lines of music and is very abrupt with constant meter
changes. Through the first six measures, the meter changes four times (Musical Example
7.1).
Musical Example 7.1: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 1-4.97

Additionally, the numerous accents in the guitar accompaniment create a violent and
aggressive sounding texture. When the voice enters strongly in m. 3, it too has an accent
on the downbeat in addition to being forte (Musical Example 7.1). This accented and
aggressive sounding musical motive continues until m.23, where the second musical
motive begins (Musical Example 7.2).
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John Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” unpublished, 2010.
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Musical Example 7.2: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 20-23.

Musto anticipates the second musical motive earlier in the song through mm. 1014 by using similar rhythm in the accompaniment (Musical Example 7.3). However,
since the text is still commenting on the perils of love, the harmony and texture are still
dissonant and agitated. The guitar repeats a tritone between A-natural and E-flat
throughout these measures, which helps parallel the mood of the accompaniment with the
poetic message in the text. The guitarist is instructed to play near the bridge at m. 10,
increasing the brightness and sharpness of tone in the accompaniment.
Musical Example 7.3: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 8-11.

Musto uses contrary motion between the guitar and the voice throughout “The
Voices” as another compositional technique. This sort of counterpoint is deeply rooted in
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much of Musto’s composing.98 This can be seen in mm. 14-17, mm. 20-21, m. 53, and
mm. 62-64. The contrary motion usually ends a phrase or section of music.
Musical Example 7.4: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 12-15.

When the poem discusses the wonderful aspects of love, Musto changes the
texture of the guitar accompaniment starting at m. 23. Using a repeating accompaniment
figure from mm. 23-34, the guitarist plays an octave on A naturals followed by either one
or two B naturals (Musical Example 7.5). The octaves, unisons, and resulting majorninths are much more consonant than the dissonant opening theme. The repetition of the
B natural occurs on two different strings of the guitar, thus resulting in minor tonal
differences. From m. 23, the phrase builds all the way to m. 48, where the first theme
returns.
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Musical Example 7.5: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 24-27.

With the guitar outlining A as the key center, Musto calls for the voice to enter in
m. 26 on C-sharp, thus completing a major triad (Musical Example 7.5). Often when the
text involves the idea of love in an enduring manner, the rising melody includes C-sharp,
E, and B (Musical Examples 7.5 and 9.2). Musto likes the use of these tones and refers to
them as chords and sounds he often hears in jazz and in compositions of Bernstein.99
The way the melody develops through the second section of the song is more
gradual and uplifting than the first section. As the text describes the “joys love,” the vocal
melody has long legato phrases. Through mm. 42-43, the melody rises with excitement
to m. 44 (Musical Example 7.6).
Musical Example 7.6: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 42-43.
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Mm. 44-48 are the climactic point in the “The Voices.” The E4 is the highest
note in song for the voice, and the rhythm and guitar accompaniment changes
dramatically. Once again, Musto incorporates rasgueado into the right-hand of the guitar
accompaniment, which adds to the excitement and texture of the sound as well as evoke
the feel of flamenco (Musical Example 7.7).
Musical Example 7.7: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 44-45.

The metric structure inherent to the text is set by Musto with changing meters and
sudden rhythmic shifts to coordinate the scansion of the melodic line. Wherever the
changes occur in the text, Musto matches with sound, such as from the words “fire” to
“but.” The accompaniment changes themes while the voice is still on the E natural.
Both the guitar abruptly returns to the opening accompaniment material, the vocal
melody follows as the text returns to the struggles of love as sin. The opening motive
lasts only six measures before the second motive returns at m. 54. The short duration of
the return to the original theme represents the humanistic tendency to “snap out” of a
thought.100
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Both accompaniment and melody match the syntax and poetic message of the
text. Musto masterfully alternates between the two motives in the guitar accompaniment
to paint the fiery inner turmoil often found with love. Ultimately, it seems that the
positive qualities of love win the battle in question, as Musto uses the second motive in
the song to match this idea as the song comes to a close. However, in m. 72, Musto
closes the piece with the opening motive, almost second-guessing the victor in the battle
(Musical Example 7.8). Since it is marked piano, it could be the last struggle of sin dying
away.101
Musical Example 7.8: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Voices,” mm. 67-72.

2.

Synthesis for performance

Performing “The Voices” requires careful coordination and attention to rhythm
between the baritone and the guitarist. The meter changes frequently throughout the
song. However, the eighth-note pulse remains consistent throughout the song and is
often set in groups of either two or three eighth notes.
Two contrasting positions about love are battling throughout the song. To create
a character that represents both positions, it is necessary to represent and contrast the
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specific frames of mind for the differing statements in the text. Most of these distinctions
are supported with the accompaniment figures. At the start of the song, the baritone
should deliver the text with agitation and aggression. Exaggeration of consonants may
help create the emphasis needed for the proper delivery of text.
The aggression of the delivery helps to place “The Voices” as a contrasting piece
within The Brief Light. In the song cycle, it is between “Song,” which is languid, and
“The Brief Light,” which is much more sparse in accompaniment. “The Voices” helps
create the ebb and flow in the overall cycle and is essential to the metaphorical reference
with love as an emotional rollercoaster found throughout the cycle The Brief Light.102
Starting in m. 26, the delivery of text should contrast the way it was at the start of
the piece to match to textual meaning and accompaniment. From m. 26, the voice
character of the baritone slowly builds in excitement with a crescendo through m. 48.
The baritone must be careful not to sing “fire” on the downbeat of m. 44 too loud, thus
negating the final crescendo through mm. 44-48 (Musical Example 7.5). The tessitura of
“The Voices” stays between G3 and D4 and the song’s range is from B-flat 2 to E4.

D: “The Brief Light”
1: Poetic and Structural Analysis
Musto’s song cycle, The Brief Light, shares a name with the fourth song within
the cycle. Laughlin’s poem speaks of adoration and lust in a state of reminiscence at old
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age. Additionally, this text uses Latin in both the title and a phrase within the text, and is
the only time the text changes language from English throughout the entirety of the song
cycle. The original title of Laughlin’s poem was “Occidit brevis lux,” which Musto
changed for his song title. Musto translated the text to English to avoid confusion and
create clarity.103
Is it the end of the world to
indulge an old man who adores
you for you are young & lovely
and have the excitement of a
dozen who knows perhaps even a
score of lovers before you but
for him the stars are waning and
he feels the sadness even the terror of the long night that is coming on he knows that nox est una
perpetua dormienda (*) that longest
night when he’ll see you no more.
•

night is an endless sleeping (Catullus V.)104

Table 8: James Laughlin, “Occidit brevis lux.”105
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Laughlin quotes a poem known as Catullus 5 by a famous Roman poet named Catullus (ca. 8454 BC). The poem of Catullus speaks of loving someone to the fullest, regardless of the scorn of others,
since life is brief and death is eminent.
105
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“The Brief Light” has two accompaniment styles written for the guitar, one of
sustained dotted-quarter note dyads, the other of steady eighth notes, which harmonize
with the vocal melody. M. 3 uses the first rhythmic accompaniment style and m. 12
marks the beginning of the second accompaniment style (Musical Examples 8.1 and 8.2).
During the synchronized rhythmic harmonization between the accompaniment and vocal
line, the strong beats of sustained tones continues in the bass voice of the
accompaniment, essentially combining the two ideas.
“The Brief Light” begins with open string harmonics at the twelfth, seventh, and
fifth frets of the first three strings on the guitar (Musical Example 8.1). The resulting
tones create the main melodic theme throughout the short song. By using harmonics,
Musto changes the timbre of the guitar, which he incorporates in the prelude and postlude
of the song. Additionally, the song is only twenty-five measures long, which suggests a
semantic connection between the Latin title and the structure of the song. “The Brief
Light” is an epitome of Musto’s choice in using short succinct poems.106
After the short prelude of harmonics, the melodic theme continues in the vocal
line. The guitar begins an accompaniment that starts in unison with the voice before
slowly descending, a recurring compositional device used throughout this song (Musical
Example 8.1). As the voice sings eighth notes through the first eleven measures, the
accompaniment plays dotted-quarter notes only on the downbeat and beat four of the 6/8
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meter. Musto uses contrary motion through each phrase, with the vocal melody ascending
and the guitar accompaniment descending.
Musical Example 8.1: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Brief Light,” mm. 1-3.107

From the beginning of the song to m. 11, the guitar sustains a tonal center by
repeating one tone, while slowly descending with a second tone. “The Brief Light” starts
with a tonal center of E minor before descending to D minor at m. 6, and then to G minor
at m. 8. By m. 10, the dissonance increases between voice and accompaniment when the
guitar repeats G’s and the voice ascends to A-flat minor. This dissonance culminates on
the fourth beat of m. 11 before resolving in m. 12 (Musical Example 8.2).
Musical Example 8.2: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Brief Light,” mm. 10-12.
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Musto’s mastery with the intervals of a sixth and third and can be seen in the
relationship between the guitar and the voice starting at m. 12 (Musical Example 8.2).108
The vocal melody and guitar accompaniment continue with matching contour from mm.
12-15, utilizing the intervals all while the lowest voice in the guitar accompaniment
descends from C4 to C3, down an octave (Musical Examples 8.2 and 8.3).
Musical Example 8.3: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Brief Light,” mm. 13-15.

At both the beginning and end of the song, the voice and guitar are in consonance
with each other. As the song moves towards it’s climactic point, the dissonance slowly
grows and ultimately peaks at “dormienda” in m. 20 (Musical Example 8.4).
Musical Example 8.4: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Brief Light,” mm. 19-21.
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While m. 20 may be a harmonic peak of dissonance and a vocal peak in range,
this song quickly resolves in the final measures of the song. The descending line in the
accompaniment of the guitar establishes the resolution. As the song ends, the guitar
finally descends the octave to an E2, the lowest note on the guitar. At m. 23, the guitar
and voice arrive together at E, and the ascending harmonics from the prelude return to
end the song (Musical Example 8.5). Musto creates a prolonged sense of dissonance and
uses wandering tonal centers to help make the arrival at m. 23 both the climax of the song
and the resolution of neighboring tonalities. This creates a strong sense of completion
and finality.
Musical Example 8.5: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Brief Light,” mm. 22-25.

2: Synthesis for Performance
“The Brief Light” is the only song in the cycle The Brief Light that doesn’t change
meter after starting in 6/8. The suggested dotted-quarter note at 44 b.p.m., along with the
accompaniment reinforcing strong beats within the 6/8 meter, suggest that this piece be
felt in a slow two. The rhythmic stability found in “The Brief Light” contrasts the
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constant variation found amongst the surrounding pieces in the cycle. The steadiness and
simplicity should be emphasized and used as a valuable tool in performance.
“The Brief Light” is placed as the fourth song in the cycle and it creates a calming
and relaxing mood. It follows the dramatic and polarizing battle in “The Voices,” and is
followed by “The Summons,” another rhythmically challenging dramatic song. Musto
sets the text with a sparse texture in the guitar, thus matching the state of solitude found
in the text. Consequently, the singer should take advantage of the subtlety and tenderness
naturally built into the cycle with the placement of this song.
The loudest dynamic marking in “The Brief Light” is mezzo-forte. While the
baritone should sing with a softer volume, he should keep the intensity and direction of
the melodic line. After all, the message of the text is to love before death. With the
subtle dynamic markings, a constant legato line is mandatory throughout each phrase.
Musto composed clear phrasing with the melodic contour ascending regularly to the peak
of each phrase.
Musto puts a breath mark in both the vocal line and the guitar line before starting
m. 6, m. 12, and m. 21 (Musical Examples 8.2, 8.4, and 8.6.).109 At these points in the
song, a slight lift should be observed before continuing. Musto uses a tenuto, thus
creating an agogic accent in m. 5 with the word “adores,” in m. 11 with the word
“before,” in m. 15 with the word “terror,” and in m. 22 with the word “no.” In all but the
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last example, during the tenuto, the guitar rolls the chord to help fill the extended
duration of time (Musical Examples 8.2, 8.3, 8.5, and 8.6).
Musical Example 8.6: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Brief Light,” mm 5-6.

“The Brief Light” lies in a comfortable tessitura for the baritone voice throughout
most of the song. The exception is in m. 20, where the baritone is asked to diminuendo
on an E-natural, a tone that lies in a precarious place in the baritone passaggio.110 The
baritone must keep the support strong and honor the doloroso marking to sound
sorrowful. The song has a range from D3-E4 and a tessitura from E3-B3.

E: “The Summons”
1: Poetic and Structural Analysis
In “The Summons,” Musto song and Laughlin’s poem share a title. The poem
shows a darker perspective of love as it speaks of the perilousness of war, the possibilities
of the afterlife, and their effects on the conscience of a man in a new relationship. Even
though both men love or have loved the woman, does the older love watch the new love
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in the afterlife, or can the old love join the new love so that it “endures” forever?
Laughlin’s “scathing indictment of war” in this poem “became deeply rooted in my
consciousness”{sic} from his experiences and work with Ezra Pound.111
He went out to their glorious
war & went down in it and his
last belief was
her love as he breathed flame
in the waves and sank burning
now I lie under
his picture in the dark room
in the wife’s bed and partake
of his unknown
life does he see does he stand
in the room does he feel does
he burn again
later I wake in the night while
she sleeps and call out to him
wanderer come
return to this bed & embody the
love that was yours and is hers
and is mine
and endures.
Table 9: James Laughlin, “The Summons.”112
Musto uses two perspectives of narration as a guide for compositional structure in
“The Summons.” The first compositional motive can be seen in Musical Example 9.1,
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and appears when the text discusses war. Additionally, the level of dissonance and
frequent use of all twelve pitch classes relates “The Summons” to Musto’s use of twenty
first century tonality and use of aggregate completion. The song begins with a tritone
between F and B, and returns to that same interval frequently through the first half of the
song. After the tritone, thirty-second-note triplets and open rests move into a sustained
dissonance at m. 2. The downbeat of m.2 has a diminished-octave between E and E-flat, a
minor seventh between E and D, a minor second between E-flat and D, a major third
between E-flat and G, and a minor tenth between E and G (Musical Example 9.1).
Additionally, the E-flat in m. 2 is a tritone above the A at the very end of m.1, resulting
horizontal melodic dissonance in the accompaniment.
Musical Example 9.1: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Summons,” mm. 1-6.113

By using open space with rests and quick rhythms followed by sustained
dissonance, Musto’s opening accompaniment paints the eerie sounds of a scene of war,
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which is described in the opening line of text. The rhythmic texture thickens on the
words “glorious War” in m. 6, with the vocal line having quarter-note triplets against the
steady eighth notes in the guitar accompaniment.
Musto increases the dramatic excitement in the song with conventional
compositional tools such as an ascending melody, faster rhythmic texture, and crescendo
in mm. 8-9. The resulting sound is very dissonant, as Musto maintains the opening eerie
ambiance by maintaining the guitar motive found in the opening material (Musical
Example 9.2).
Musical Example 9.2: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Summons,” mm. 7-10.

As Laughlin’s text refers to love in mm. 9-10, Musto returns to his “love” motif
[C#, E, B], a compositional characteristic that can be seen in “The Voices” in Musical
Example 7.5. It is the ascending melodic movement from C-sharp, to E, to B. In both
“The Voices” and in “The Summons,” this returns the tonal center back to A with an
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implied root. The chord functions as the tonic, but really is an A major ninth without the
root present rubbing up against a B diminished triad. This is another example of how
Musto uses neighboring tonal centers to rub against each other causing dissonance.114
Amongst the dissonance and consistent figures in the guitar accompaniment,
Musto hints at completing a twelve-tone aggregate in the vocal line. This compositional
tool can be seen in Musical Example 2.2 in his previous song cycle River Songs. The
vocal melody uses all but one of the twelve tones from mm. 5-9, the exception being Fsharp. The guitar accompaniment completes the aggregate row from mm. 5-9 with the Fsharp in the bass voice at m. 8 (Musical Examples 9.1 and 9.2). Musto delays the Gsharp/A-flat in both the vocal melody and accompaniment until m. 9.
The next section of “The Summons,” is a short five-measure interjection with text
referring to the present, away from the war, and at night in bed. The new accompaniment
includes rolled chords, sustained legato, and lasts from mm. 15-19 (Musical Example
9.3).
Musical Example 9.3: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Summons,” mm. 15-17.
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In this short section, Musto completes the twelve-tone aggregate. Starting in mm. 15-16,
he uses eleven tones, but suspends the D-sharp until just after the downbeat of m. 17
(Musical Example 9.3). Both the guitar and voice enter on the second eighth-beat of m.
17 in octaves as if Musto is emphasizing the completion of the aggregate. The vocal line
never completes the aggregate throughout this section by itself. In mm. 15-19, the meter,
already in 6/8, changes to 5/8, 6/8, and then 9/8 in consecutive measures before returning
to 4/4 at m.20 and returning to the thematic material found in the opening
accompaniment.
Musto sets Laughlin’s fourth stanza of text (see Table 9) in the six measures that
build up to the climactic point of the song from mm. 20-25. A steady crescendo is paired
with the escalating drama in the text until they culminate around at m. 24 with a forte on
the word “burn” (Musical Example 9.4).
Musical Example 9.4: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Summons,” mm. 24-25.

Musical Example 9.4 shows the increase of rhythmic frequency in the accompaniment,
where the eighth note followed by the thirty-second-note triplets occurs four times, once
in each beat of the 4/4 measure instead of every other beat, which can be seen and
compared to in Musical Example 9.1.
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M. 26 is a transitional measure, as “The Summons” returns to an earlier theme
found at m.15. The guitar accompaniment is identical from mm. 15-19 as mm. 27-31.
As found in mm. 15-17, the twelve-tone aggregate returns as does the descending
melodic line with slightly altered pitches. This music coincides with the text, as it refers
to “I” in both places and speaks of being in bed at night (comparing Musical Examples
9.3 to 9.5).
Musical Example 9.5: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Summons,” mm. 26-28.

M. 32 marks the final section of “The Summons” and is different from all
previous music. An arpeggiated broken chord figure implies C major in m. 32, yet the
inclusion of C-sharp in the upper voice of the accompaniment and at the entrance of the
vocal line at m. 33 allows A major to establish briefly (Musical Example 9.6). The
resulting sound from the augmented octave (C-C-sharp) continues the uneasy and eerie
qualities to “The Summons.”
To support tonal centers under the dissonance in mm. 32-34, Musto uses the bass
line in the guitar to outline the wandering key areas and chooses melodic notes in the
vocal line to reinforce the tonal centers. As seen in mm. 32-34 of Musical Example 9.6,
all but one of the tones in the bass line of the guitar accompaniment establishes a tonic to
dominant to tonic (I-V-I) functional tonal pattern to reinforce each temporary tonal
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center. By instructing the guitarist to play all notes laissez vibrer (l.v.), the sounds have
time to blend and help reinforce each tonal center.115
Musical Example 9.6: Musto, The Brief Light, “The Summons,” mm. 32-34.

Even with frequent changes in tonal centers and constant dissonance, the resulting
sound suits the message in the text, as it brings both men together, knowing that love will
always endure. Despite all the twelve-tone aggregates and wandering tonal centers, “The
Summons” ends with a simple C major dyad.
2: Synthesis for Performance
The “Summons” has a range from B2-E-flat-3. Given the extreme dissonance
throughout this piece, often it helps to find specific tonal centers, usually A or C, to help
track the starting pitches and intervals in each melodic phrase. From mm. 1-14,
maintaining A as a tonal center helps, as the opening phrase ascends to A, and the guitar
accompaniment frequently returns to A.
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Laissez vibrer (l.v.) is a common term in guitar or harp music and is French for lasciare
suonare, which simply means to allow sound to ring without dampening the strings.
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In m. 26, the descending melody in the guitar leads the baritone to the B at m. 27
(Musical Example 9.5). Notice the G-sharp in the guitar part and a G is in the baritone’s
melody.
“The Summons” is one of the most difficult pieces in The Brief Light. Careful
coordination of rhythmic and tonal centers will help the baritone and guitarist
successfully negotiate the trickier sections in the piece. The song incorporates a range
from B2 to E-flat 4. While the tessitura remains between E3 and D4, the piece
occasionally dips to the low B2. However, Musto keeps the accompaniment soft or
absent, aiding in the presence of the baritone during these moments.
Like with “The Voices,” “The Summons” has multiple sections that vary in
intensity of the dramatic message. Often, Musto composes changing harmonic
dissonance and rhythmic instability to match the fluctuating intensities within the text.
Establishing the differing sections in the song will help coordinate the collaboration
between the baritone and the guitarist.
While keeping the theme of love throughout the various songs in The Brief Light,
Musto constantly changes levels of dissonance, intensities of rhythms, and choice of
tempi to create fluctuations throughout the cycle. As “The Summons” ends and “I Have
Drifted” begins, the instability and dissonance throughout “The Summons” becomes
clear. “The Summons” serves as an aggressive and abrasive composition. Placed as the
fifth of six songs in the cycle, Musto brilliantly uses contrast to set up the final song “I
Have Drifted.”
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F: “I Have Drifted”
1: Poetic and Structural Analysis
The final song in Musto’s The Brief Light is “I Have Drifted.” The twenty-four
measures in the song are both short and sweet in sound and message. Laughlin’s text
focuses on love and completes the over-arching theme found all through The Brief Light.
This poem focuses on love after death through reminiscent anecdotes of the narrator.
I HAVE DRIFTED
off to sea from you but
you were not abandoned
Ariadne we were playing
in the sand like children we waded in the sea
a current carried me away but left you on the
shore your life is yours
again I cannot will not
harm you more your eyes
were soft & sad I loved
you as I never loved before but now the ancient
sea has carried me away.
Table 10: James Laughlin, “I Have Drifted.”116
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Laughlin wrote this poem “-for Carolina” with no mention of the relationship
between the poem and the dedicatee. The reference to “Ariadne,” suggests the maiden in
Greek mythology who is abandoned by Theseus on the island of Naxos.117 In traditional
interpretations of the story surrounding Ariadne, Theseus chose to leave her on Naxos
whereas in Laughlin’s poem, the narrator drifts away to sea with the current. The idea of
abandonment is important in the interpretation of the text, as it provides choice in the
actions of the narrator. Obviously, the speaker has drifted off to sea, but not because of
any control in the situation. Without choice, there can be no blame. Changing the reason
of departure helps Laughlin create an idea of love as eternal and enduring in “I Have
Drifted.”
In setting the text to song, Musto highlights the words by composing and
accompaniment with spacious and open texture. The guitar accompaniment uses
ascending and sliding dyads (double stops), which naturally diminuendo due to the
percussive quality of the guitar. The intervals of the dyads are strictly thirds or fifths.
Musto repeatedly uses this simple pattern as a compositional tool to create the
thematic motive in the accompaniment. After the interval of a perfect fifth ascends a
minor third, the perfect fifth collapses to a major third, with the highest note descending a
half step and the lower tone ascending a whole step (Musical Example 10.1).
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Musical Example 10.1: Musto, The Brief Light, “I Have Drifted,” mm. 1-3.118

Occasionally, the perfect fifth sliding figure ascends a major third before collapsing into
the major third (Musical Example 10.2).
The form of “I Have Drifted” is more traditional and resembles an ABA prime
structure, with the B section briefly interrupting the flow of the A theme. Melodically in
the A section, each phrase is set syllabically and has similar contour. The phrase briefly
ascends before dropping a perfect fifth only to continue ascending again (Musical
Example 10.1). The accompaniment pattern discussed earlier is the primary pattern used
throughout the A section.
Musical Example 10.2: Musto, The Brief Light, “I Have Drifted,” mm. 16-18.

The B section begins at m. 15 with the accompaniment straying from the perfect fifths
and major thirds, and instead incorporates sustained tritones. The tritone figures continue
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into m. 17, at where the A prime section begins with the return of the sliding fifth motive
(Musical Example 10.2).
Melodically, the three measures of the B section have a series of descending lines
that when put with the dissonant accompaniment, create a period of harmonic suspension.
This suspension matches the intent of the text, in that it speaks of not wanting to harm
Ariadne anymore. Musto paints the text of the return to the A prime section with the
dynamic marking of piano to match the soft eyes. Musto continues to create harmonic
synergy with the text in m. 19 when he moves to an A minor harmonic center on the
word “sad.” This can be seen when comparing Musical Examples 10.2 and 10.3. The
deceptive cadence, moving from C major in m. 18 to A minor in m. 19, is the only
instance when the vocal melody and the accompaniment arrive together on a downbeat in
the song.119
Musical Example 10.3: Musto, The Brief Light, “I Have Drifted,” m. 19.

“I Have Drifted” concludes with an ascending melodic line, which complements
Laughlin’s text of being carried away off to sea. As the voice sustains a D, the
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In the final measure, both the vocal line and accompaniment arrive together. Because it is the
conclusion of the song and creates the ending, this was taken into consideration when analyzing the
structure of the song by the author.
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accompaniment arrives at G major by using the natural harmonics on the open strings of
the guitar (Musical Example 10.4).
Musical Example 10.4: Musto, The Brief Light, “I Have Drifted,” mm. 22-24.

2: Synthesis for Performance
In “I Have Drifted,” the baritone and guitar take turns stating their musical
material and rarely play at the same time. Additionally, Musto marks the tempo
“Wistfully (76 b.p.m.) with some freedom.”120 The freedom should be incorporated into
both the treatment of the musical material and the timing between entrances with the
voice and guitar. Throughout the song, there are many instances of one part holding a
note or chord on a fermata, and the other part having a fermata on a rest (see m. 2 in
Musical Example 10.1). The performers must listen to the natural decay of the guitar to
inform them of the proper length of these fermatas. Every guitar and performing space
will have a slightly different decay rate, which will change the flow of the song.121
A technically difficult part in singing “I Have Drifted” occurs at the very end of
the song and the cycle The Brief Light. The baritone must ascend through their passaggio
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while incorporating both a rallentando and a diminuendo. While the diminuendo is not
written in the song, it is implied by the organic flow of the song. The guitar uses
harmonics, which are soft and decay, and if the singer is too loud, they will not be heard.
While it may be possible to sing the entire last phrase in one breath, most will
have to take a breath to sustain through both the rallentando and the fermata on the last
note. The baritone’s ability to navigate their passaggio should inform them of where to
breathe. The breath should be either before or after the word “me” in m. 23. If the weight
of the voice is too heavy to sing a soft E4, then breathing after “me” may help release
tension and allow the singer to achieve the desired volume and tone. If the baritone
cannot easily enter with a soft volume on an E-natural, then breathing before “me” is
recommended.122
“I Have Drifted” has a range from C3-E4. Most of the singing is done in the
midrange of the voice with the tessitura between E3-C4. The song changes meters fewer
times than most of the other pieces in The Brief Light. “I Have Drifted” demands less of
the voice than some of the other songs in the cycle. However, the interpretation of the
poem and delivery of text still requires a certain level of maturity to understand and
perform the nuance Musto had incorporated into the piece. Overall, this piece concludes
the song cycle The Brief Light, and leaves the cycle with the image of the sea slowly
separating the lovers as one or both remember their love but also depart.
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CHAPTER IV: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
With a robust catalogue in art song, opera, and chamber music, American
composer John Musto deserves international recognition. Robert Carl, reviewer for
Fanfare magazine, finds Musto’s music “profoundly humanistic.”123 His heightened
attentiveness to text allows him to create vivid soundscapes that push the edge of tonality
and redefine the idea of central key areas. His ability to both envision sound that simply
paints the text as well as create thematic textures symbolizing poetic metaphors define his
style as a twenty-first century composer.
River Songs and The Brief Light highlight his unique composing style, which
encompasses techniques in classical, jazz, blues, flamenco, and modern popular music.
Analysis in this document focuses on performance strategies to negotiate difficulties
found in each piece helping guide successful performances. Additional examination
provides information on the structure of each song and the purpose of their placement
within the cycles.
Musto’s chamber cycles River Songs and The Brief Light have not been formally
published. However, sharing and discussing the music disseminate his wonderful
contributions to both the professional and academic performing community. These works
along with all his works can be attained by contacting Mr. Musto’s publisher, PeerMusic
Classical Publishing and Hal Leonard Publishing.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WITH JOHN MUSTO
Interview by the author with John Musto on August 3, 2013.
G-stands for Greg Guenther, the author of this document.
JM-stands for John Musto, the composer discussed in this document.
G: So, I don’t’ know if you have a preference to start with anything, but I’ve been
recently looking at the song cycle The Brief Light a bit more. So, if it’s okay with you,
I’d like to start there.
JM: Sure, whatever you want you to do, let’s do it.
G: My first question is more about the overall cycle itself with the intention of the title.
You title it The Brief Light, and it is also the name of a song within the cycle.
JM: Well, it’s sort of a translation of the title of the poem. If it was in Latin, it could get
very confusing. He (the singer) goes on to answer it in song. He translates it to English.
Doesn’t he? Yeah, he sort of translates it. He goes “nox est una perpetua dormienda.”
And then he says “That longest night.” I think you get the idea.
G: Does the poetry inform the style in which you compose the music?
JM: Absolutely. It all stems from the text.
G: “Song” the second piece seems a little like a Blues song. Was that your intention or
thought with the style?
JM: It is, sort of. It’s bluesy and it’s sort of insinuating. It’s so creepy. He’s kind of
sleazy. You know.
G: Yeah, absolutely. Do you look for poems with a style or feeling in mind in the text?
Or do you read a poem and let it poetry call to you with a fitting character?
JM: I look for poems that are number one, very succinct. They’re not wordy at all;
poems that you can understand the first time through. And they’re not so convoluted with
clauses and sub-clauses that words are beating you on the page that you have to go back
to the beginning and read it again to understand them. You have to get it the first time
around.
G: Would you say that is what you try to do with most of the music you compose? Or
was that to try to tie into the idea of being brief because of the title?
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JM: No, that is something I usually do. Every text I have ever set has not been long
winded. I like the poems that seem like song lyrics, you know. That have to have enough
room in them to add music.
G: Absolutely.
JM: And, I also look at poems that I can imagine, like theatrical poems. I find poems that
I can imagine a character speaking these words. And not just, I don’t know, meditations
on existential whatever, you know. I tend to avoid the poems, the systemic poems, unless
they are character driven.
G: Okay. I feel like there are different characters throughout the cycle. Is it your
intention to create different characters throughout the cycle or is it the same character
throughout?
JM: You know, since I’ve read all of Laughlin many, many, many, times, I kind of have
a feel for his voice. And certain things go through his poetry. There’s the older man and
the younger women thing. There’s a certain voyeuristic quality. I’m trying to formulate
this thought. There is a wistfulness to his poetry. Especially, when you get to “The Brief
Light.”
G: Yes.
JM: About how he doesn’t have so much time left and he’s looking back and kind of
assessing and remembering and savoring things that happened long ago.
G: Do you have a favorite among the six?
JM: Not particularly, no.
G: I assume that the order you gave them to me is the order in which they should be
performed. Is that a safe assumption?
JM: Absolutely, yes.
G: I noticed that you dedicate all of them to Patrick Mason and David Starobin except on
“The Brief Light.” Was that on purpose or for any reason?
JM: Oh, I think you have an earlier version.
G: Oh, okay.
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JM: It says that on the first page. The entire set is dedicated to both of them. I went
through them one by one and I didn’t actually know how many there were going to be in
the set until I was finally finished it and said, “Okay I’m done.”
G: Yeah, I thought that it was odd, but I thought that maybe since it (“The Brief Light”)
was the only one, it might have some special meaning or something.
JM: No, nothing like that.
G: I’d like to ask about your composing process.
JM: Sure.
G: In your composing process, would you say that you start with a melodic theme within
the voice, or with an underlying accompaniment figure, or a combination?
JM: It comes together many different ways. With a song, you have to uncover the
underlying tune that’s waiting in the line.
G: Yes, I feel like you set you words naturally, especially with the rhythm. There are a
lot of meter changes, but it always helps the words flow quite naturally when singing
them.
JM: Yes, exactly, and also with dramatic pauses and just the way you would speak the
poem.
G: Speaking of dramatic pauses. In “The Brief Light,” you notate breaths for both the
guitar and the voice. I feel like they are impregnated pauses to reset and recreate the new
phrase. Would you want the performer to take liberty and time with these pauses?
JM: Yes, especially with the second phrase, it’s very, very long. Some folks can do all
that all in one breath and some folks can’t. There is a place, that little sixteenth rest, you
could take a catch breath in there. It’s not just the technical things. The speaker doesn’t
quite know what he is going to say next. He is just formulating as he goes. It takes just a
slight bit of time for him to collect himself and go on to his next thought.
G: I see. Do you feel like room acoustics in a performance venue would change the
performance and the time one would take to let the sound clear before moving on to the
next phrase with respect to the relation to the formulation of the next thought in the
poetry?
JM. No, because it’s already there, after the first phrase, a dotted-quarter rest. That’s
plenty of time.
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JM: It’s an actual dramatic pause there.
G: Can I talk to you a little bit about vibrato and your idea or concept of its use in your
music? I’ve read in other sources that you want a full supported sound with the full
engagement of the instrument.
JM: Yeah.
G: In some of your recordings, I hear some more straight tone singing, especially in the
more jazzy pieces. Is that appropriate, or are you looking for more of a classical
approach in respect to the vocal production?
JM: Um, There are two aspects to this question. First of all, in general, when you talk to
a singer, especially opera singers, when you talk to them about modulating their vibrato,
they get extremely defensive. It’s like “no, this is my sound and this is my vibrato and I
trowel it onto everything I sing and it’s beautiful.” I think that it should be part of a
singer’s technique to be able to modulate their vibrato, to slow it down or speed it up and
to be able to rein it in. Especially in a piece like “The Book About Common Prayer,”
which is SATB and piano. Most of it is quartet singing. There are fifteen movements.
There are four solos, one for each voice. It’s not like everything is triadic harmony.
There is a lot of counterpoint, dissonance, and consonance.
A classic example is when you get to the quartet at the end of Beethoven’s 9th symphony.
They always cast these big Wagnerian voices that can carry over the orchestra. But each
one has varying speed of vibrato and varying amplitude of vibrato and it all ends up
sounding like Stockhausen. All of sudden there is no key. I have no idea what chord that
is. I think a singer has to be able to rein in every aspect of their instrument. I do think
there is place for straight-tone, absolutely. What I don’t like is crooning. I’ve heard
people, for instance, sing “Shadow of the Blues,” and it’s more of a bluesy number, and
all of the sudden it ends up sounding like Frank Sinatra.
G: That is not your intention.
JM: No, not at all. You should sing it with the same instrument as you sing a Mahler
song. And the same control and the same support and not go into lounge singing.
G: I see.
JM: And there is a way to do that.
G: I agree. With knowledge of your instrument and a sound technique, you should be
able to.
JM: Yes.
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G: Okay. I guess that question was more related to “River Songs” and the approach to
singing. I’m not quite ready to head over to that cycle yet if that’s okay. I got a little
ahead of myself.
JM: Yeah, sure. Whatever you want.
G: There is kind of a melodic pattern that you use, which I’ve seen in a The Brief Light
as well as some of your other works. You go from C#, to E, to B natural. For example,
in “The Voices” at measure 26. Do you feel that this is a motif for love in your writing?
The reason I ask, is because I often see it throughout your music when the word or the
idea of love comes up.
JM: I’ve never notice that, it’s really kind of a jazz chord. I see it a lot. You hear it a lot
in Bernstein actually. What’s the song? I think it’s (15:33)“Miss my misfits here my
mss my misfitscats (look up)” Tomcats? from
G: It was unintentional then.
JM: Yeah, I just like that chord.
G: Okay.
JM: It’s just unstable enough. It implies certain things.
G: Okay. I know you know Patrick Mason and William Sharp. I know that you call him
Bill. However, you talk to him in person and I read his name and about him, so I call him
William. It’s more of a formality I guess. Recently, I saw and heard the recording that
Patrick Mason made of “The Brief Light” with David Starobin. When they record those,
are they in contact with you during the recording? Or do you hand off the music and they
do their thing?
JM: No, no, I was at the session. I wrote that (The Brief Light) for the session. They
were on me for the longest time to write something for them. I had been reticent to write
for the guitar because I played the guitar a little. I played lots of folk music, bluegrass,
old Appalachian tunes, stuff like that. I don’t play classical guitar. Now, I started on a
classical guitar and developed my own fingerpicking style and all that stuff. So, I’m very
conversant with that. But, it’s one of those instruments that I’ve always played, but not
formally. Guitar in particular, harp, and piano for that matter. They’re very idiosyncratic
instruments. Sure, people sit down with the piano and say “Hey, I can play this chord, or
pick out this little tune,” and I say “Sure you can.” But, to actually make it sound like
piano music, it’s a little different. I can tell a mile away, most of the time when a
composer has written for the piano and actually doesn’t play the piano. And it’s hard
also. I just was afraid to write something that I could actually wrap my fingers around,
which means it wouldn’t be very complicated.
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It took me awhile to actually write something. So, I finally plunged in and I don’t
remember which song I wrote first. But, as I said with the song about “The Summons,”
the discipline of writing and not having a piano or an orchestra or anything like that,
focused my approach in a way that I really enjoyed. And I started writing song after song
after song, one after another. The whole cycle took about a week.
G: Would you say that that is your normal output speed for songs? It seems quick to me,
but I don’t compose so…
JM: It was fast because the songs were short. And with song form, you’re not dealing
with an opera, or a chamber ensemble, or anything like that. When you’re writing, you
know, for those things, as apposed to when you’re writing for guitar, you’re reined in. In
a way, there are only so many possibilities. The instrument just is what it is and only
does so many things. It just happens, very, very, quickly. It (The Songs) went directly
into the studio right away.
G: Have you ever had any other experiences like this, with the writing going directly into
the studio?
JM: I think it was just with this cycle that it happened so quickly. Which is not my
preference, to tell you the truth. I like my tunes to get out there and get played a few
times and have a little bit of a run so that I can accept it and say “Yeah, I don’t want to
change anything.” These were simple enough songs that I was happy was them once I
gave them (the songs) to them. I didn’t have to change anything.
G: So, you don’t feel like you need to change anything with them?
JM: Yeah, with these songs they’re fine. They’re finished.
G: Well, I am a fan of them. I like them a lot and I am excited to sing them.
JM: That’s great.
G: I think that maybe we can talk about the River Songs if that is okay.
JM: Sure.
G: So, these were written a bit earlier and I know I threw the term “aggregate
completion” out there before. When trying to categorize your writing style, I asked the
theory department for help in the description of what I saw in your compositions and that
is what they came back to me with.
JM: That’s what theory departments are for.
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G: You wrote in your email that you were using the various tones out of the twelve to
find different melodic ideas and key areas.
JM: Yes, exactly
G: Is that a tool that you use often in your composing?
JM: Oh, geez, I don’t know how often. I used it well with another piece I’ve done with
my wife. It’s called “The Old Gray Couple.”124 It starts with; well the first line of the
poem has 12 syllables. “They have only to look at each other to laugh.” I have a keyboard
here. Can you hear this?
G: Yes.
JM: So the tune is this. (He plays it)
JM: You can hear in that line that is has two distinct modulations. And you can hear, not
only did it bring you some unexpected places melodically, but it also had in it inherently,
these harmonic modulations, which become very useful and it’s interesting I think, you
know, that it’s not serial music. Serial music would say all the tones in the scale are
equal and the whole point of it is to break down the relationships that one tone or key
area is more important than another, like the dominant, or the subdominant or a tonic.
It’s supposed to smash all that and go into a whole new way of steering music. It’s not
my favorite music in the world and I don’t like that music.
G: When I first started looking at River Songs, the idea of twelve-tone composition came
to mind because of the use of almost all the tones. This became a starting point for me.
However, it always seemed that it was in a key. You always have a tonal center. That
made it a lot easier to sing as well.
JM: Yes, I am big on tonal centers.
G: Would you say that you are also very free to modulate frequently and at will?
JM: Oh absolutely, and be very ambiguous about what those tonal centers are.
G: I See.
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Musto set “The Old Gray Couple” for soprano, baritone, and piano in 1994. The poetry is by
Archibald MacLeish. Found at http://www.johnmusto.com/catalogue.html (accessed June 4, 2015).
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JM: Often, those key areas rub up against each other in odd ways. There are enharmonic
changes and things and they are all part of our tool kit in our compositional techniques;
and tools that I use are not the same that you would find in serial music.
G: Getting more specific into the “Songs to the Trees and Streams,” the first song in your
River Songs, I feel like the voice, especially in this and in “Ask Me,” it really feels jazzy.
Additionally, is seems that the vocal line is really the instrument that is carrying that
style. Like with the triplet, quarter-note/eighth-note rhythms. I think perhaps it’s because
of the way it swings. Was this intentional, or am I on the wrong track?
JM: Well it’s really a duet for the voice and the cello. They have a lot of the same
melodic themes. And yeah, you’ll find jazz and in general popular music stringed
through much of what I write because it’s in my veins and it’s what I grew up with. I
play a whole lot of pop music. It’s just my niche and it’s what I do.
I don’t say, “Okay, I’m going to do jazz or pop groove here because of something.” It’s
sort of the way I think. It sounds good in my ears.
G: Okay.
JM: There’s a lot of counterpoint. I guess in all four of these there is a lot of
counterpoint. Especially, the first one. I am big on counterpoint. I don’t know if you
have looked at my catalogue, but there are a lot of instances of counterpoint throughout.
G: I went through them and I can definitely see that. With the text that you use, the
Pawnee.
JM: Yeah.
G: I read that this was for “Close Encounters with Music” to promote water
conservation.
JM: There wasn’t actually…this is how this happened. Yehuda came to me and wanted
a piece because up where he lived along the Hudson, they were building a concrete plant.
The whole area was up in arms about building this concrete plant because of the
chemicals that were going to go into the river. So, he sent me a poem from someone else
who lived there, a poet. He had written something about it. He wanted me set this
particular poem. Basically, what it was, the idea of it was that the animals were talking.
The animals were speaking these warnings of chemicals that would be dumped into the
river. And it just was not appealing to me at all.
G: Like chemicals names or something?
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JM: Yeah, I don’t like lists. I just did a listphoria in my last opera, which was, it was
okay. It was kind of a patter song. But, it’s not my favorite thing to do. Especially when
it’s not fun. You know.
G: So it’s got to be comic!
JM: But that one was funny. This one, just simply didn’t work with music. So I said,
“let me find the text.” So, I scoured and looked and found this that and the other and
found four poems that could work as lyrics. Bill Sharp did the premiere of it with
Yehuda on cello and me playing piano. He knew the whole story of it and started to refer
to it as the “Tree Hugger” piece. So it because known to us as just “Tree Hugger.” We
would say, “We’re doing ‘Tree Hugger Again.’”
JM: Basically in my mind, it sort of starts upstate and the river winds down and ends up
in Brooklyn where the river flows into the Atlantic. So, that’s how the poems got put
together.
G: That makes a lot of sense. I appreciate you explaining all that. In your email, you
wrote about how you were performing with Bill Sharp. You explained that you were
influenced by that introduction from “Auf dem Flusse” in Schubert’s Winterreise when
you composed “Ask Me.” Would you say that the performing of Winterreise, and any
other stylistic things done by Schubert influenced any of your writing in River Songs?
JM: No, I just remembered that Schubert song when I read the first line of the poem.
“Sometime when the river is ice.” I just took off from there.
G: I see. In these pieces, the rhythm seems like one of the harder components of your
writing. Do you read through the text and listen to the natural rhythm of how it flows to
guide the rhythmic setting of the text? For example, when I look at the second line of
“Ask Me,” when the vocal line sings, “ask me whether what I have done is my life,” it’s
lining up on the backside of the triplet there with the cello. So, when you set it like that, is
that more of a musical choice, or are you trying to use the natural flow of the text?
JM: You know, all that is, is written out back phrasing.
G: Written out back phrasing?
JM: Do you know what back phrasing is?
G: Can you explain it so that it’s clear?
JM: It’s jazz term. When you hear the tune…let me think, um!
G: Do you mean landing the backside of the triplet?
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JM: Kind of. It’s not just that, it’s kind of a rubato.
G: Okay.
JM: You hear it in popular music all the time. They’re written out. You have deal with
all the time, for instance, when you write out “Swingtime.” With “Swingtime,” are they
triplets? Aren’t they triplets? Sometimes it is, sometimes it’s not. It goes in and out of
triplets. It is something that you can’t really write down.
G: So, you mean you have to do something, so that’s what it looks like.
JM: I try to get it as close as possible. If you just write “Swingtime,” they way they do it
in a Fakebook, with a tune like when Dizzy Gillespie does... (As an example, Musto
sings the chorus to Gershwin’s “Someone to Watch Over Me,” both with straight rhythms
as written and then with the natural rubato with which the song is normally sung). You
know that kind of thing.
G: Yes.
JM: You can’t really notate that sort of thing without it looking outrageously
complicated when it really is simple. You just have to have a feel for the style, you
know.
G: Okay.
JM: So that’s what I mean with written out back phrasing.
G: Would you say that this is the same sort of thing you are doing at measure 21 where it
kind of switches the feel in the piano?
JM: At measure 21, that’s kind of an offbeat thing. It’s like the drummer on the ride
cymbal, you know? It’s that backbeat.
G: I see:
JM: I could have written (As an example, Musto sings at measure 22, “I will listen to
what you say” without the triplet. Instead, he uses two-eighth notes and a quarter note on
beats three and four with the words “listen to”). That’s actually what the line is with the
text. But, when you back phrase it, you get the feel for the style I am going for. You
know? When you’re writing in this kind of style, you have to decide how much your
going to notate and how complicated you want it to look on the page. And how much
you’re just going to leave for the performer to figure out that that’s what you’re doing.
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G: As a performance suggestion then, you’re looking for the style to read more clearly
than the accuracy of what it looks like on the page? I don’t mean to not sing what’s
written, but to also incorporate the style and to feel the swing.
JM: You know, I go to Songfest all the time, every summer. And I work with young
singers and the thing that fascinates me is that they tend to sing exactly what is on the
page. But, if they don’t exactly understand the style, it’s not singing. Yes, your
supposed to sing what’s on the page, but you have to be informed by the style of why it’s
written that way.
G: Okay. Would you say that the style runs through all the other instruments as well, the
cello and piano?
JM: Absolutely. You could say the same thing with the cello as the voice.
G: Do you ever have a problem finding cellists that can play in the jazz medium since it
is not really a normal jazz instrument?
JM: You know what? This piece doesn’t have much of a track record. It’s not published
and it’s only been around since 2000-whatever. It’s only been recorded once. And I
wasn’t there when it was recorded. But, they came and played it through. Did they? I
don’t even remember.
G: Was that the Alexander Hurd recording?
JM: Yeah, right. Exactly. So, the only other performances that involved me were when I
played it with Yehuda and Bill, and I did it in the lab with Bill and a wonderful cellist
named Tanya Tomkins.125 But we talked about it with the style and so on. I don’t know
if anyone else even knows about the piece, to tell you the truth.
G: Do you ever plan on publishing it?
JM: Uh, yeah, I’d love to have it published. The thing is, if you contact my publisher and
say, “I’m looking for this piece,” they’ll make up a copy and send it to you. But, if you
say, “let’s engrave this piece and put it out,” they’ll ask how copies is it going to sell?
You know.
G: Yeah, so it’s a money thing then?
JM: Yeah, absolutely.
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Tanya Tomkins is currently on the faculty at San Francisco Conservatory of Music and the
American Bach Soloists Academy. Found online at http://tanyatomkins.com/bio/ (accessed June 4, 2015).
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G: Let’s get back to some of the pieces in it. In the third piece, “Quo Vadis,” it really
feels like a transitional piece to set up “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.” I feel this way
because of the way it ends with the attacca, but also because it’s so brief. Was that your
intention?
JM: Well, the poem is brief.
G: I guess so. You never really repeat.
JM: There’s one song that I did repeat. It’s in a set of songs called Dove Sta Amore.
There is poem called “Sea Chest.” It’s a Carl Sandburg poem. Basically, it’s a poem with
three lines in it. It goes “There was a woman who loved a man as the man loved the sea.”
That’s the first verse. “Her thoughts of him were the same.” That’s the second verse.
The third verse was the entire poem. I got what I needed from only three lines. It’s just
what I wanted to do musically and structurally with this. Generally, I don’t see the point
in repeating a line.
G: In these first three songs, did you take the same compositional approach about not
really writing serial music, but letting many of the twelve tones guide your melodic
ideas?
JM: This one (“Quo Vadis”) is a perfect example of that.
G: Once you learn the melody, it’s actually quite fun to sing.
JM: Good.
G: When I found the poem you used in “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” I noticed that it was
quite a long poem by Whitman. How did you choose which parts of the poem to use for
the song?
JM: Yeah, I’ve always avoided Whitman. Composers seem to love to set Whitman. I
don’t know. I find him verbose and narcissistic. I found this simply because of the
subject matter and I had to cut it up mercilessly to make it into something that I could
use. And you can’t do that with something protected by copyright. But you can do that
with something public domain. Whitman, I think sometimes needed an editor. So, I did
my own editing on this text so that it would be usable by me; for my musical approach. I
fashioned my own text out of it.
G: You also mentioned in your email response, that you borrowed the theme for your
Second Piano Concerto.
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JM: Yeah, well it just came out actually. I finished recording them last year (2012).
They were just released at the end of July. I think they are up on Amazon and things like
that. I don’t even have a copy yet.
G: Do you enjoy recording your own music?
JM: Yes. I’ve always enjoyed recording and playing anyone’s music. Whatever! That’s
what I do. I play.
G: I’ve read a lot in past interviews with you that you’re a strong advocate of performing
and understanding the various instruments that you are writing for. And by playing them,
I’d guess that you must get a clear understanding of them.
JM: You know, it’s not even about understanding the instruments. Sure, you can read a
book or sit with a bassoon player and he can tell you that this trill in this range is difficult
and it’s all very good information. There is something about the act of performing.
When you have to take someone’s piece, take it apart and put it back together to
understand it. And then go onstage and share it with an audience. The relationship that
you have with an audience, the feeling of having an audience in front of you, that whole
experience of learning how to be on stage and timing. This is something that composers
of the 18th and 19th century had as second nature because they were all performers. All
music that is worshipped in concert halls, that composers now complain about, that
they’re just performed just because they’re famous. Well, they were written by
performers. And, I think a performer has a certain insight into what makes music tick, as
perhaps a composer who does not play doesn’t have. It’s no mystery that Bill Bolcom’s
Cabaret Songs get done everywhere, you know. The guy has been doing this on stage
50 years. What else?
G: I’m just looking through the music, “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.” Maybe it’s because
you borrow the music from you piano concerto.
JM: It’s the other way around, the song came first. The piano concerto was in 2006.
G: Oh, yeah, thank you. Well that’s intriguing then. I guess what I am getting at is that
this piece, as compared to the first three in the cycle, is much more tonal. This piece has
less of the wandering twelve tones when compared to the other three. Perhaps it goes to
show that you don’t really care about how the composition comes to fruition, that you
just write what you want.
JM: Yeah, this one has more of a tune. It does. Because it is the last song and the
showbiz in me says it has to.
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G: Okay. My next question has to do with performing. In either cycle, do you have any
major suggestions or objections that you would definitely want to hear or not want to
hear in the performance of your pieces?
JM: No, I think we’ve covered it. Um, No crooning.
G: Got it. No crooning, absolutely not. Well, I’ve gone through the questions that I’ve
had for you. I will have to take some time to digest what we’ve talked about. So, I
appreciate you giving me a call and talking through all of this with me.
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APPENDIX B: INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS HUMAN SUBJECT
APPROVAL DOCUMENTS:
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